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Colony : of Negroes Found
Townsite in Chaves
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tors asset , that the corporation is
capitalized at $4,000,000 all of which
is common stock, divided into 40,000
shares, valued at par at $100 a share.
They declare that they began business
on $5,000.
The company maintains
home offices in the Borough of Man
hattan, city, county and state of New
York, The directors with names and
James
addresses are given below:
Douglas, 99 John street, New York
City; Cleveland H. Dodge, 99 John
street, New York City; Arthur James,
99 John street, New York City; James
McLean, 99 John street, New York
City; William C. Osborn, 71 Broad
way, New- - York City; E. Hayward
Ferry, 11 Nassau street, New York
City; George Notman, 99 John street,

New York City.
The Blackdom Townsite Company
: of .Blapkdom,i Chaves? ,c,ouiltiy4,:,'today
'
filed amendments to their charter
with Nathan Jaffa, secretary of the

territory. The amendments concern
a change in the number of directors
is
allowed the company. Blackdom
a colony of negroes.
THE LABOR LEADERS
LAND IN FEDERAL NET.
With

Brothers in Dynamite

UNDERWOOD THREATENED
WITH APPENDICITIS.
Leader

8erlouly

(By Special leased Wire t New Mexican l
Denver, Colo., Dec. 30. Immense
snow drifts in the mountain passes
are delaying trains. Colorado and
Southern train No. 1 due here yesterday afternoon, is stalled at Texline.
Two Santa Fe trains from Texas also
are snowbound. Two sections of a
Union Pacific train from Kansas City
scheduled to reach this city at noon
until this
yesterday, were delayed
morning.
Other trains traversing Kansas are
arriving from two to twelve hours
late. Several trains which are made
up here for the snowbound districts
did not attempt to depart
Blizzard in Middle West
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 30. With
snow falling over the Central states
and the Southwest from the Texas
Panhandle to the Dakatas, the thermometer early today registered . in
the Dakotas, eastern Nebraska, Kan
sas and Northwestern i Missouri, a
fall of from fifteen to twenty degrees
since yesterday. The cold wave and
snow was central in the Southwest
and was moving toward the Mississippi valley. Driving snow in western
Kansas and Nebraska, delayed train
service and caused much suffering
among livestock. At Dodge City and
Concordia, Kansas, the mercury stood
at zero; at Kansas City, 15; and Ama- "
rillo, Texas, 6.
BOARD OF ARMY

SURGEONS
HAS EXAMINED MORSE.

Finds That He is in No Immediate
:
Danger of Death From Arterio
:
Sclerosis.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Dec. 30. The re
port of the special board of army sur
geons, detailed by: President 'Taft to
make a physical examination of Chas.
Morse, the convicted banker in Atlan
ta penitentiary, is said to support previous reports "which have been made
to the President, and is understood
therefore' to by. unfavorable 'to, ,,the
-prisonenmnmeaiate release, une eMorof
a
careful
gives
port
analysis
ris' physical condition and is said to
hold there is no reason to expect any
sudden development.
Surgeon General Torney of the army
has the report. It is being kept secret
and will be transmitted to the Presi
dent through official channels. It
probably will be on Mr. Taft's desk
when he returns from New York.
ON WALL STREET.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mex!in
Los Angeles, Calif., Dec. 30. Olaf
A Tveitmoe, J. E. Munsey and Anton
Johannsen, San Francisco labor leaders, were arrested today. They expressed little surprise and when told
"by Deputy United States Marshal Albert Sittell that they were under arrest for alleged complicity wiTn the
McNamara Brothers and were wanted
at once in the Federal Court, they proceeded there without a word.
' The charge against the three labor
leaders is the general one .of the conspiracy to transport dynamite in violation of the
Interstate Commerce
laws.
United States District Attorney A.
I. McCormick announced that in addition to Tveitmoe, Johannssen ' end
Munsey, indictments returned today,
the Federal Grand Jury named E.
A. Clancy, the McNamara Brothers,
Ortie E. McManigal and Schmidt and
Caplan.
"And the Grand Jury has not finished Its investigation by any means,"
he added.
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Washington From Over Work
On Tariff.

THEOEP0SITST0TMS303.000

EVENING

ttt preparation of tariff legislation for
the reopening of Congress next week.
Unless his condition grows .more serious, it is hoped he will be able to
return to legislative work next week.

Reports That Allis Chalmers Com-ny is to Go Into Hands of
Receiver.
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fiir Injured a score of
others early today; two and a half
miles south of Sharon, Steel county.
General Manager Gruber's car was
attached, and his car and the observation car were the only ones to remain on the trails. The fatalities
in the dining tar . and the
bodies were burned b f fire which originated in the debris.
With the thermometer registering
12 below zero and with a twelve mile
wind blowing, the Injured passengers
and trainmen suffered before
they
could be given aid. The general manager's car and the observation car
were both transformed into temporary
hospitals, while some of the victims
were taken to farm houses.
Burned to Death.
Sharon, N. Dak., Dec. 30. Six people are known to have been killed and
more than a score were injured in
the wreck of the "Oregonian" : the
Great Northern railroad's
Pacific
train, three miles south of here today.
The list of dead. Michael Mahoney,
Great Northern brakeman, burned to
death. En route to his home at Havre,
Mont..
.,:
Joseph Moser, St. Paul, cook in dining "car.
L. Lodge, St. Paul, cook in dining
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(By special leased Wire to New Mexican)
London. Dec. 30. A special news

dispatch from -- Constantinople says
that the Turkish cabinet has resigned
owing to the obstructive tactics of the
opposition.

SUMMONED

THE LOAN SHARKS

GROWTH OF PEONAGE

SYSTEM UHGLE SflM IS TAKING

A HAMP
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Martinez, Republican, 28,906; E. C. de
Baca, Democrat,
29,642; de Baca's

derate fashion the spirited advances
plurality 1,736.
numerous specialties. Trading
in
Secretary of State, Secundlno RoAdin
Corn
Causes
Sharp
was on a larger scale than recently, Flurry
mero, Republican,
28,392; Antonio
vance. Oats 8howed Firmness.
and the list absorbed realizing sdles
Lucero, Democrat 29,692; Lucero's
Large Run of Hogs.
'
easily.
plurality 760.
State Auditor, William G. Sargent,
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
8UNDAY RACE CARD
30
111.,. Dec.
Chicago
Showery Republican, 29,574; Francisco Delga-do- .
AT CIUDAD JUAREZ. weather in the argentine helped give
Democrat, 29,133; Sargent's pluthe wheat market today something of rality 441.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) a lift. The severe cold in districts
State Treasurer, Silvestre Mirabal,
Entries for northwest of
Juarez, Mex., Deo.-30- .
O. N. Marron,
28,977;
Chicago unfavorable for Republican,
tomorrow:
a free movement of the crop in that Democrat, 29,867; Marron's plurality,
First race selling, two year olds,
region tended also to enhance va- 890.
six furlongs. X John R. Clay 100; lues.
Opening prices here were c
Attorney Genral, Frank W. Clancy,
Hazel C, Homesick, Mandadero,' 102;
W. R. McGill,
off to c up. May started at 98 8 Republican,
30,162;
Skillute 105; Yvonne, LehlgY 107; to
99c, the same change
from last Democrat, 28,721; Clancy's plurality,
Dont Say No, Penang, Errant Lady,
ight as the market taken altogether, 1441.
110.
and then rose to 99
Superintendent of Public InstrucMay closed
Second race selling, one mile and at 99c
even, a gain of
tion, A. B. Stroup, Republican, 29,411;
three sixteenths. X Portarlington 89;
A bit of a flurry developed in the A. N. White, Dtmocrat, 29,522; White's
X Yankee Pooh 102; Round and corn
market, December umping up a plurality, 111.
Round, 103; Frog .106; Wolferton full cent- May
Commissioner of Public Lands, R.
to c
opened
110.
to 63
and ad- P. Ervien. Republican, 29,706; J. L.
higher at 63
Third race selling, seven furlongs. vanced
to 63
May closed at Emerson, Democrat, 29,242; Ervien's
X Louise B. 94; X Butterball 102; Flo- 63
an advance of a shade.
plurality 464.
rence A., X Thistle Belle 107; NimOats showed firmness with other
Ju tices of the - Supreme Court,
bus 108; Leopold, 110;. Roy Junior
grain. Trade was light. May started Frank W. Parker, Republican, 29,583;
112..
to
seem- C. J. Roberts, Republican, 29,681; E.
at 47 8
Fourth race selling, six furlongs. In- ed inclined to hold within and
R. Wright, Republican, 29,541; R. H.
that
range.
cision, X Ed Keck 105; Angelus, HidA large run of hogs west made Hanna, Progressive Republican,
den hand, Emma G. Light Knight
Summers Burkhart, Democrat,
provisions easy. Changing from nearMarie Hyde, GeUco 110;' Ilex
108;
by options to deferred months formed 29,453 ; W. A. Dunn, Democrat,
113.
the bulk of business. Initial sales
Parker's plurality 130; Robert's
Fifth race, selling, two year olds, were
,
unchanged to 6c lower with May 258; Hanna 133.
six furlongs. X Deccesarion 97; Flying
Commissioners, G. W.
delivery 15.90 for pork; 9.35 to 9.3
Corporation
DX)r 102; John Heck, First Fashion, 37
for lard,, and 8.5557 2 to Armijo, Republican, 29,108; H. H. WilFlorence Kripp, Lawn, Bill Anderson 8.57 2 for
liams, Republican, 29,835; M. S.
ribs.
Plum Creek 107; McAlan, Dromi
Groves, Republican 29,783; George H.
110.
Marriage License A marriage li- Van Stone, Progressive Republican,
Sixth race telling, five and one half cense was
granted this morning by 29,451; O. L. Owen, Democrat, 28,509;
furlongs. X Golden Ruby 96; Paraell George W. Armijo, clerk of the pro-ba-t Severlno Marlines, Democrat, 28,677.
Girl, Kelslng, Serenade, X Fern, L.,
court, to Ainsley Dickenson, 30 Through a mistake In printing, 1032
s
101; Balella 104; Novgorod 106;
and
years old, of Hodges, Taos county, voes were cast for Sol Owen
108; Zulu, Annual Interest 110. and Miss Ramon
Jaramillo of Santa could not be counted for O. L. Owen.
X Apprentice allowance.
Fe.
Williams'
plurality 1326; Groves
c.
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Arthur H. Ham, Director, Division of
Remedial Loans. Russell Sage Foundation. Exclusive Service The Survey Press Bureau.)
The loan shark in his arrogant disregard of human rights continues in
most cities to exact unreasonable tribute from the wretched men caught
in his net. Leading
newspapers
throughout the country have constantly denounced the business of making
small loans upon the security of
pledge or mortgage of personal "property or assignment of wages. Drastic
laws have been invoked in many
states
against it. Societies have
been organized to protect victims from
unjust practices, but the press ac- counts are soon forgotten by all save
the unfortunate clients of the money
lenders and the campaign to remedy
the conditions surrounding the business has been marked by years ol

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) '
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 30. Heads

of the live shopmen's unions on strike
on the Harriinan railroad lines who
received subpoenaes yesterday to ap-pear before the federal district courF
of eastern Illinois, in what they believe to be a government suit, will be
represented in Danville, Ills., by counsel next Monday, the date set for
tbeir appearance according to the
and the assets $393,000. The deposits
statement of M. Fa Ryan, International
total $303,000.
president of the Carmen's union here'
today.
Besides the heads of the five unions
CRUEL BOYS BURN
on strike on the Harriman lines for
DOG TO DEATH.
months in an endeavor to secure the
recognition of their federation about
Bad boys poured gasoline over a
200 minor union officials and employes
living dog and then set it afire at El
were named in the summons.
Paso.
The animal ran along Texas!
Ryan is Not a Lawyer.
street and at the corner of Campbell
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 30. "I am
street it died. All of the hair had
not a lawyer," Mr. Ryan said, "and
been burned off its body and the flesh
do not understand this action. Humors
had in some places been burned to
that the railroad would bring action
'
the bone.
fruitless struggle.
under the Sherman law is all I have
Laws are constantly and uniform- to go by. We all hope to get the
ly evaded, ignored and defied. The straight of it Monday."
120G, Van Stone's 343.
officials and legislators
There are many curious facts to government
have repeatedly announced their firm SACCHARINE GIVEN ANOTHER
be1 gleaned from the official
figures. intention to drive the loan shark out
EXTENSION OF A MONTH.
Congressman-elec- t
George Curry and of existence. Grand juries have time
Attorney General Frank W. Ciancy and v, again
returned 1, indictments Question Whether Its Use
received exactly the same vote 30,162.
May Be
these gentry, accompanying
against
Permitted in Food Stuffs Will
Congressman-elec- t
H. B. Fergusson
lacked only one vote of receiving ex- their presentment with statements
Then Ee Decided.
almost
of extortion and oppression,
actly 30,000 votes.
in
unbelievable
this
enlightened
age
(By Siwcla! Leased Wire to New Mexican)
The Blue Ballot received the highD. C.,3 Dec. 30. The
.Washington,
est vote; McDonald the second high- but still this blot on our civilization
obPure Food decision prohibiting the
est, although Curry and Clancy ran remains and appears to , careful
within 7 votes of him. The following servers even to increase in size. The use of saccharine in food stuffs, which
ii the order in which the candidates complexity of the problem has been was to have become effective on July
on the state ticket ran as to the num- - Intensified by indications of whole- 1, last, but which was extended until
sale legislative corruption, collusion January 1, 1912, again has been exber of votes received
tended, this time until February 1,
Blue Ballot
04 097 of officers of the law and connivance
next.' This is to give the secretaries
McDonald ... ...
31,038 l0' city employes hotting positions of
of agriculture, treasury and commerce
Curry
30,162 authority, and paymasters; and cash
and labor, and the board of appeal inClancy
;.
30,162 iers of large establishments whose
pure food cases and (o whom the sac- mo
afford
the
.
professional
Fergusson
.29,999 employes
charine food cases and to whom the
statement
Marron ...
easy prey. The
....29,867
Williams
29,835 could doubtless be proved that every a modification of the original decision,
Groves .
. . ,'. . . 29,783 city in the United States of more than more time in which tojf onsider the
heatings will be
Ervien
...
.29,706 25,000 population containing to any matter. No further
'
.1
.'i
-".
Riitecs depend- hPldM
appreciable extent
Roberts ..
29.6S1 ent on fixed salaries or wages is inOQ CIA
Wanna
fested with loan sharks' in the propor- PALZER AGREES TO
!
MEET JIM FLYNN.
DeBacg,
'9 642 tion of 1 to 5,000 and at least 20 per
29 583 cent of the voting population
are
29 574
sargent
discounting two days' labor for the Conqueror of Al Kauffman to Fight
29,541 immediate price of one. It is not on- Wright
Pueblo Fireman Wha Has Cha
White
29,522 jly the transfer of this money from
lenged Jack Johnson.
Burkhart
29,453 the channels of
legitimate trade, the
Van Stone
29,451 curtailment of bodily comforts,
re- (Br Special leased Wlrx .o Tfew Mexican)
Dunn
29,423 creation and
San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 30. Al
education, but also the
29,411
Stroup
Palzer, of New York, conqueror of Al,
of impaired
graver
aspects
morals,
i
Emerson
29,242 decreased
now considered
efficiency,
family deser Kaufman and who is
.'
29,133
Delgado
tions and crime directly traceable tc to be the most promising of the
29,108
Armijo
the loan shark business tnat render "White Hopes," virtually has agreed
Mirabal
28,977
it worthy of public attention and con to box. Jim Flynn, the Pueblo fireman,
Romero
28,932
effort toward its elimination. in this city late in- January. Piflmotor
certed
Martinez
.28,906
James Coffroth will handle the match
What is responsible for this system ia all
E. Baca
28,836
A telegram from
probability.
McGill
28,721 of peonage? What maintains it in a om
OT'Rourke, Palzer's handler, inticondition
the
S. Martinez
despite
28,577 flourishing
mated yesterday that his protege was
Owen
28,509 many and varied attempts to remove
to step into Al Kaufman's
willing
Valverde
28,353 it? How can men be so reckless as
shoes
and box
Flynn. Coffroth
Bursum
28,019 to borrow from these agencies that
promptly wired his acceptance.
are
Ballot
Blue
known
as
22,831
everywhere
sharks,
Against
Sol Owen
1,032 leeches end remorseless extortioners?
Deming Jail Breaker Caught I. M.
One peculiarity is that some of the It is clear that these concerns cater
at El Paso on the
candidates who were defeated receiv- to a need that is in some part real Gray arrested
of burglarizing Pullman
and
ed a greater vote than some of those and unavoidable that the majority of charge
other
has been identified by
elected. The vote cast for H. O Bur borrowers have been overtaken by Sheriff cars,
Stephens ot Demtng, as John
sum, the defeated Republican candi- sudden emergencies which under their
who broke out of jail at Dem
Gates,
date for GoveAor, was larger than standard of living cannot be met out
on election day and on whose ac
had been ever cast before for any of income. To such, en easy and quick ing
count a fight took place 30 miles west
Republican candidate at any previous means of relief seems acceptable at of
in which John Greer, a fugielection, W. H. Andrews In 19C8 hav any price especially if no other and tive,Engle
and Deputy Sheriffs Al Smitbers
of
record
vote
27,605,
ing held the
more reasonable source of assist- and Tom Hall were killed.
ever cast lor any candidate of either ance is at hand.
party up to that time, while before
that it was B. S. Rodey, who In 1902 The many unsuccessful attempts to
legislate the usurious money lender been entirely eliminated from the
polled 24,272 votes.
out of existence have shown one thing cities in which these societies operate,
follows:
as
The majorities range
12,066 very clearly, that a law that comes but bis exactions have been reduced
For Blue Ballot
This pioneer work has
1,230 between the unscrupulous man who appreciably.
McDonald
258 has money to lend and the man who removed the remedial loan idea from
Roberts
133 wants to borrow cannot be enforced the experimental state and organizers
Hanna
130 until an agency is established to sat- of societies in other cities are assured
Parker
64 isfy his need at a lower cost. Recog of success from the start under propCurry ...
All other successful candidates nizing this fact, philanthropic men in er management.
were elected only pluralities. The nearly twenty cities, content with a In several states satisfactory laws
reasonable return upon their invest. have replaced the oldtime drastic lepluralities Tanged as follows:
ment have organized remedial socie- gislation impossible of enforcement.
12,066
Blue Ballot
3,017 ties to make loans at the lowest rates Legislators are beginning to realize
McDonald
1,809 of interest practicable to deserving the force of Blackstone's comment,
Curry
1,736 people upon security of personal prop- "Without some profit allowed by law,
DeBaca
L441 erty pledged or mortgaged. The first there will be but few lenders, and
Clancy
1.326 few of these societies came into exist those principally bad men who will
William
1,206 ence at intervals sometimes of sev- break through the law, and make a
Groves
1,163 eral years. In 1909 representatives profit, and then will endeavor to InFergusson
890 of thirteen ot them met in Buffalo at
Marron
demnify themselves from' the danger
760 the invitation of the National Confer- o! the
Lucero
penalty by making that profit
ence of Charities and Correction and
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Just five weeks after the official
canvass of the vote cast on November 7 was begun, the certificate for
President Taft is ready and a telereceived from ( Congressman
gram
Elect George Curry says he will arrive from his home in Tularosa, this
evening and will leave on the Santa
Fe Flyer tonight with the certificate
which will reach the White House on
car.
Wednesday forenoon of next weeK,
Two. unidentified,
thought to be although the hope is expressed that
husband wife.
'
President Taft will take Judicial notV
The year old child of Mr. and Mrs. ice of the fact that ti.e canvass has
been completed according to law and
Bailey Bottineau, N. D.
will issue his statehood proclamation
as a New Tear's gift to' the people of
the commonweajth who have strugSIXTY DELEGATES
For
gled . sixty years for statehood.
the first time, the canvassing board
gave out the total official vote cast
for each of the thousand candidates
who ran at the election. The total
vote cast was 60,842, of which the
Socialists polled from 1T87 for Gov- Composition of t Chinese National Legislative Body
the Republicans and Democrats dlvid- ing the remainder, only three tickets
Agreed Upon
having been in the field, the two Pro-- j
gressive Republican candidates, both
wnom were eiectea, running on tne
A REPUBLIC ot
WILL PROCLAIM
Democratic ticket. Tne Constitutional
amendment to make, the constitution'
Each of the Eighteen Prov- more easily amended carried by
majority, the total vote for it
inces to Have Three Repbeing 34,897, and against it 22,831.
resentatives.
Only seven of the twenty six counties had a majority against it and
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) only one, Valencia county, anything
Shanghai, Dec. 30. The composi- like an overwhelming majority against
tion of the Chinese national conven- it, while the Prohibition counties gave
tion suggested by Premier Yuan Shi the heaviest majorities for it, it being
Kai and accepted by the imperial the claim of the Prohibitionists that
court at Peking to settle the future the first amendment to the constituform of government in China, was de- tion will provide for statewide Prohicided on today during the session of bition. The following is the vote cast
the peace conference between the for each of the Republican and Demdelegates of the imperialists and revo- ocratic candidates on the State ticket:
lutionaries.
Governor, W. C. McDonald, Democrat,
Each of the eighteen provinces of 31,036; H. O. Bursum, Republican,
China proper, will, according to the 28,019; McDonald's plurality 3,017.
scheme adopted, form one section;
ReCongressmen, George Curry,
inner and outer Mongolia will each publican, 30,162; H. B. Fergusson,
compose one section and eastern and Democrat, 29,999; Elf ego Baca, Repub-icawestern Tibet also one section each.
28,836; Paz Valverde, Democrat,
Each section is to be entitled to 28,353;
Curry's plurality 1809;
elect and send three delegates to the
plurality 1163.
conference.
Lieutenant Governor,
Malaquias

(By Special Leaned Wire to New Mexican)
New York, N. Y., Dec. 30 Trading
was active and prices were higher
at the opening of the stock market
retoday .Reports of the pending
ceivership of Allis Chalmers resulted
in some activity in those securities.
The five per cent bonds dropped 2
to 52
to 3
The preferred stock
lost
but the common stock advanced a small fraction.
Several stocks, including Baltimore
& Ohio, Canadian Pacific and Inter
Metropolitan preferred rose .from 1
to 2 points.
SHOWERS IN ARGENTINE GIVE
Standard stocks followed in a moWHEAT MARKET LIFT.
4

(By Special Leased VOre to New Mexican)
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 3J. As a result of an order issued by theState
the American
Banking Department,
t'nion Trust Company of this city clo
sed Its doors' today. Officers of i the
bank say the 3,000 depositors will be
p&id in full. The trust company bills
payable are said to aggregate $493,438,

pecial to the New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 30.
Yesterday and today Delegate
W. H. Andrews has been in
consultation at the White
House about the '.President's
proclamation admitting New
Mexico to the sisterhood of
states. The proclamation is
now being prepared, as well
is the program of proceedings
at the time of signing the
same. Delegate Andrews will
be presented with a certified
copy of the proclamation and a
gold pen furnished by him with
which the President will sign,
which he will present to the
New Mexico Historical Society
to be added to those formerly
presented. It is quite possible
that the President, will issue
the
proclamation f on New
.
k
Year's day.
.

;

j:

2

TURKISH CABINET RE8IGN8
OF OPPOSITION.
. BECAUSE

LEADERS

plete Official Returns to Be Bills Payable Are $493,438 A National Federation of Rem Two Hundred Minor Officials
New
and the Assets Only
Will Have to Go to
round in
edial Associations Has Been
'
Mexican- Danville.
$303,000.
Organized.

5--

(By Special Leased Wire to Mew Mexican 1
Washington, D. C, Dec. 30. Representative Oscar W. Underwood, Democratic leader of the House of Representatives, is confined to his bad in
his Washington apartments, threatened with appendicitis. His physicians
expressed hope today that an operation would not "be necessary. , The
full significance of Us illness is not
yet. known, but. his condition is apparently due to acute intestinal trouble.:-'
Mr, Underwood's illness is said to
he due to overwork in connection with

FAILS

SHE

To-night- 's

BRISK TRADING

Conspiracy.

THIS

Y LEAVES

West and in Mountain
States.

,

Complicity

SUF

CAMPAIGN AGAINST

Missouri State Banking De- How the Battle Is Waged The Heads of Five Shopmen's Unions Must ApWith This Usurious
partment Closes Doors of
Trust Company
Business
pear in Court

Is Still Some Possibility, Although No
Likelihood

a Zero Weather in the Middle Get

The following suras of money were
received yesterday in the offlee of the
treasurer of the territory, R. J. Palen:
First National Bank of Las Vegas, on
account of interest for six months on
the proceeds of the five per cent United State land sales permanent fund,
$1,656. Thomas P. Gable, game and
fish warden, on account of game protection fund, $30.25.
Land Entries.
The following land entries were recorded yesterday in the local land office: Francisco Vigil, Questa; Miguel
E. Sena, Las Vegas; Pedro Trujillo,
Black Lake; Manuel Hays, Las Vegas; Abelfno Flores, Las Vegas; Jesus
M. Tafoya, Regina; Michael Lynch,
Caddo, Okla.; Elmer R. Cotton, Estan-cla- ;
Jerry Campbell, Cuervo; Frank
M. Gomez, Morlarty.
Incorporation.
The Phelps-DodgMercantile Company of New York City, incorporated
under the laws of New York, today
filed, their charter with Nathan Jaffa,
secretary of the territory.' The concern which is chartered to do a general mercantile and real estate busi
ness, expects to maintain an office at
Dawson in Colfax county.
In their declaration the incorpora-
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An error in the Quay county vote
for district Judge, published yesterday
gave Holloman eight votes too many
and Lieb eight votes too few, so that
Lieb's majority in the district is 49
instead of 33.
On another page, a complete tabulation of the vote on all candidates
on the state ticket by counties is
found. It is not likely that the official returns will be published in any
other form and those keeping a record of the election returns should clip
It The table was carefully compared
with the official returns in the office
of Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa.

r
formed the National Federation of exhorbitant."
the program of the
Remedial Loan Associations.
The Briefly stated,movement
remedial loan
includes the
purpose was to substitute concerted
in all cities of competiorganization
action for sporadic effort; to assist by
advice and information in the organi- tive loan societies of a social nature
zation of remedial loan societies wher in the pawnbroklng end chattel loan
ever needed. The Russell Sage Foun fields; the e tablishment of cooperadation soon organized a division of tive associations for savings and loans
by
remedial loans for the partial purpose among employees, supplemented
of assisting the Federation in its work the investment of honest capital on
g
basts. In
and as a result the membership of a reasonable
the Federation has practically doubled ell states legislation will be sought
chiefly to facilitate this competition.
since 1909.
In many cities efforts are now be Satisfactory laws will deal fairly with
all parties concerned, recognl&'ug the
ing made by citizens backed by cham
bers and boards of trade to organize small loan business as a necessary
similar societies. Those in operation element in our financial system, to be
have proved themselves a practical legalized, regulated and controlled,
and measurably successful means of allowing reasonable interest rates and
accomplishing what drastic legislation proper supervision, and adequately
and popular clamor has been power protecting the borrower from nnjnst
less to do. The loan shark has not j charges and dishonest practices.
money-makin-
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A Hapy New Year To All

Lady in Goodwater Describes Her

!

and

Distressing Experience
Tells

How

She

Was

Finally Relieved.

1912

Goodwater, Mo. ''Ever since I was
a little girl," says Mrs. Riley Laramore,
"I was a great sufferer from dyspepsia.
I suffered misery after eating, and had
terrible heartburn.
I thought I had to suffer this way as
long as I lived, but when I began to take
Thedford's
in small
doses, every night, the heartburn was all
gone in a few days, and I could eat
without distress.
I took two small packages in all, and
although that was some time ago, the
dyspepsia has not returned.
1
speak a good word for Thedford's
ht
whenever I have the opportunity."
If eating causes distress, we urge you
to try Thedford's
It
cleanses the system, helps the stomach to
digestifs food, regulates the bowels, and
Stimulates the liver.
It arts crpntlv and fe without haA aftr.
effects. Try it. Price 25c.
Black-Draug-

0
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES.
GIVE REGISTER

HE

ALL RE,

Experts
Will

Black-Draug-

When
Train st
Mexico o
Professor
demonstn
it will be
leading e
culture a
found in ;
will inclm
Presidei
THE OLD AND THE NEW.
New Mex
in
Chandler
Joel
Harris,
(By
Uncle; and Mechi
.

Stre

The Delicatessen

Black-Draug-

We carry the best of Imported Goods.
Our Bakery is always going.
Fresh
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :

A SUC-ARE PROUD OF OUR STORE, BECAUSE IT IS
i'UL HARDWARE STORE.
U OO NOT "FORK OVER" YOUR MONEY
TO US FOR POOR
PRICE FOR THE
5, BUT PAY US ONLY A REASONABLE
HARDWARE MADE.
N YOU
WANT HARDWARE REMEMBER WE'VE GOT IT.

ht.

J

Delicious Cream Puffs on Thursday and Saturday

and

.v

Luther Foster, director of the New
Mexico Experiment Station.
Clasp the hands of those who are, w c Conway, In charge of the
tension work of the college, who will
Kiss the lips that are raised to oepay particular attention to the child- kissed
rens meetings, to tie made a special
For the life of the Old Tear is flow- feature at every stop of the train.
ing
F. L. Bixby, irrigation engineer.
And melting away in the mist.
H. H. Simpson, professor of animal
at the college.
industry
11
E. P. Humbert, agriculturist.
J. W. Knorr and I. E. Mabie,
Greet the New Year with music and

LOUIS NAPOLEON

19 Black.

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL

assist-laughte-

r,

ant agriculturists.

Let the Old pass away with a tear,! Professor J. D. Tinsley, agricultural
For we shall remember hereafter
demonstrator.
H. C. McCowen, assistant to Profes- The many who die with the year.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
jsor Tinsley.
H. B. Hening, secretary of the New
Ill
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages And the songs o the children of Mexico Bureau of Immigration.
Sorrow
Professor Tinsley expects to make
Shall unite with the echoes of a specialty on this excursion, of the
The only exclusive
house in
Fe
matter of livestock raising and dalry- mirth
Ere the sweet, glad sun of tomorrow' Ing in New Mexico and the lectures
Smiles down on the
and demonstrations along this line
will be of particular interest. It Is
earth.
recognized that the immediate phase
Phone Black
Phone Black
IX
of the development of the dry land
And the meek, stricken daughters of districts in the state must be along
ithe line of feeding livestock, cattle
Anguish
Shall lift their sharp burthens of hogs, poultry, and dairy cows, and the
necessity of establishing these Indus
pain,
And long, as they linger
aud lan- tries in the districts where conditions
are most favorable will be strongly
guish,
.
For Christ's' blessed presence again. emphasized.
The Children's Meetings,
'The children's meetings to be held
For time hath struck down the" heart's at every stop where practicable, prom-

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

night-smitte-

LEO HERSCH

45

following.
"I note the many prominent busi-- j
cess men you have interested, the
joint committee, the advisory committee, the Commercial Club, the city
council, and last but not least, the
should
B. L. F. and E. This line-umake the largest and most successful
union meeting ever held in the western country. The Grand Canon will
be one of our best drawing cards and
will bring thousands of people in Albuquerque, and I know how the far
eastern members will come to see the
canon alone."

bride.

WATCH FOR BIG AD

VI
But the glory of noon and the gray- -

light

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

daylight
Precede the approach of the sun.
VII

JESSE FRENCH PIANO
THIS

Are gathered and mingled in one,
And the darkness of dawn and the

is often lilted
the stormvshakln bough
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
where she clung
And cruelly driven and drifted
PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS
Far away from her nest full of
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS

OF THE HOUSE

A poor

OF

young.

d
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
and Arizona purchasers.
car-loa-

VIII
But the wild storm that buffets and

harries
This lone bird about in the west
Lifts up on its bosom and carries
Another bird safe to her nest.

SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.

LEARNARD
L1NDEMANN CO.
&

E. M.

d

From

LEARN ARDLIN DEM AN N COMPANY
are ordering in

mother-bir-

Established 1900
Albuqurque, New Mexico
Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.

Ah!

the span

IX
of the heavens

to the
blind:
The bitterest griefs are made gracious,

The cruelest fate rendered kind.

1

J. CRICHTON

R.

LUMBER

&

COAL YARD I

DAWSON COAL

" The

Near Union DepotJ

PHONE, RED 100.

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
For hlra at peatilar arlsae

CmiCK'S

HACI

Wit
rneae

Hwgglae and
:

BiaoK

saMI

THEODORE

W.

h,

COIiICK,

ft

going,

who are

Kiss the lips that are raised to be
kissed,
For the life of the Old Year is flow
ing
And melting away in the mist.

f

R GORMLEY,
Handsome

XMAS

XMAS

s

GIFTS
55

55

55

SANTA CLAUS
Phone 6619 Black.

q9I

IS AT OUR STORE. COME
AND SELECT YOUR GIFTS.
A LARGE SUPPLY AT
SMALL COST.
Santa Fe, New Mex.

Why Import Mineral Water ?

WATER

FE

THE

rUlt

Cl

Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY

Albuquerque, N. M., Dec. 30. As a
result of his correspondence with the
various district chairmen of the Brothand
erhood of Locomotive Firemen
Enginemen, Arthur C. Culver, finan
cial Renretarv of the local lodge, is
doing most effective work in boosting along the big union meeting to be
held in this city next May. He is
spreading the news of the meeting
and keeping it before the railroad
men not only along the Santa Fe but
the Southern Pacific and other lines
through the west.
Mr. Culver has just received, among

EUROPEAN CAPITAL

-

Modern Residences for Rent.

F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
Phone Red No. 23.

Phone, Red No. 2

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

VvfOOS
lAI!

Lump

CERR1LLOS

FOR

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
Phone us, we will be glad to call for
your laundry on Mondays and Tues
days and deliver on Thursdays and
Fridays.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed en
your shirts without extra charge.

RED 122 PHONE RED 122
burnished for attractive enterprises PHONE
of
business
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
(n all substantial lines
T?ailmadB. Tractions. Water & Elec
THE STATE
tric Powers, Irrigations, Timber, Minint. Agricultural & Industrial.
Bond, Debenture and Stock Issues
Founder of Kenna Bound Over to
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Underwritten, Purchased or Sold.
Grand Jury.
Properties purchased for European
Wilson Orr, the founder of KenLa Salle Restaurant
Investment.
na, Chaves ' county, waa bound over exploitation and
sorts
all
of
Financial
Undertakings
to the grand jury at Roswell for asCHAS.QANN, Prop.
sault with intent to kill his brother-in-la- handled.
on
and
Telephone II.
Miscellaneous commissions
Hysell Smith.
ders ot all characters accepted for ex Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
ecution in any European country.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Sheep Suffer From Storm.
HnrrAsnondenue enclosing full de
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
From Rosewell comes word that
first writing Invited.
at
tails
Short Orders at All Hours.
in
in
numbers
great
sheep perished
that vicinity during the recent snow THE INTERNATIONAL BANKERS ALLIANCE BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
storms and cold weather. Between
Bloomsbury Street, French Noodle Order 20c a dlsn,
Amarillo and Roswell, bunches of
New York Chop Suey 50c.
England,
London,
to
five
are
sheep frozen stiff
piled
18

14

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
Kinds
Soda,
Ball
Ginger
Special Hih

ise to be a most interesting feature
of the itinerary. In many places the
and the
schools will be dismissed
teachers will take the pupils to the
train, arrangements to this effect having already been made at Las Cruces,
Roswell and elsewhere. At Roswell a
Farmers' Institute is to be held during the week in which the train arrives there, and it will undoubtedly
get one of its biggest ovations in. the
Pecos Valley city, as the members of
the institute, the Roswell Commercial
Club, the members of the Fruit Growers' Association and the school superintendent are all going to
to make the occasion a success.
At Deming, dodgers will be scatter
ed all over the Mimbres valley the
Saturday before the arrival of the
train and it is expected that the whole
population will turn out en masse.
The car will be in Santa Fe on January 15.

rv.

Quality Coal."

333 HICkOX STREET,

Clasp the hands of those

Phone

I : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
ward for any case of Catarrh that can
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
of
All
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Ale
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney lor the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly honorable In all Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
business transactions and financially
KAUNE, J& CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
able to carry out any obligations made
CO.
MINERAL
SANTA
by his firm.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O,
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken inter
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
City Property, Orchards ';.
EftD C 4 1 G Improved andAlsounimproved
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists,
of the. finest Fruit and
number
a
andRancles;
jALX
pation.
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanoIa Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesnque at a Barrain.'tfTfri

MEETING
PLANNED AT ALBUQUERQUE.

is

It

Handsome

iffl

BIG UNION

spacious
Clear sight is vouchsafed

Its Hardware We Have

J

p

SPECIAL SALE
SARTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

If

GIFTS

j

n

idols
The fairest, the dearest have died,
to
And Death hath gone grimly
bridals,
And claimed (the first kiss of the

14.

FRANK

other letters, two enthusiastic com-munications, one from W. C. Keiser of
chairman of the joint
Topeka,
of the B.
protective board
ofj
U F. and E. on the A., T. & S. F.j
proper who says: "I will be pleased
to help you make this meeting a suc- cess and I will give it all the publicity
I can as I get around over the Santa Fe proper."
J. H. Baker of Los Angeles, gener
al chairman on the Coast lines, writes
at length, extracts from his letter

45

at

Phone

1

Santa

grain

Hardware Co,

Wood-Davi- s

Although Cuticura Soap and Cuticura
Ointment are sold by drugnists and dealers
ot each, with
everywhere, a liberal sample and
booklet on the skin
hair, will
e,
post-freon
be sent,
application to Potter
Drug & Chem. Corp., Dept. 17B, Boston.

j

phone,

Oint-men- tl

u.ipuap
Miss Elizabeth
cured it." (Sifrned)
Geurfci, Forrest City, Ark., Oct. 16, 1910.

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.

Steam Coal.

Sawed Wood and Kindling.

fSSraiS
Telephone 85

i

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
leu Gititr

Avenm

CHAS. CLOSSON

8ATUR0AY,

DECEMBER

3a
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AGE THUS?

1L

5ELIQMAN BROTHERS COMPANY

M A Happy New Yeas?

Wish You

January Prices Now in Effect on
Do Not Take Our Word For

It-

-

But Give Us a Trial
One trial will prove that our work cannot be equalled for we are
practical tailors. We do the work ourselves and you benefit by it

All Our Lines.
W. L. D CLOW,

EXPLORATION QF

America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer, Removing His Business to New Mexico.

THEDEAD SEA

I am
arranging to change my business location from Cedar
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am
shipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January 15,
I would like to
1912, being my first consignment.
correspond with
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
Mares. I can also furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
and Registered Shropshrire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.

Scientific Expedition to Be

Dispatched by University of Berlin

W. DeCLOW.

WONDERS

OF

INLAND

LAKE

(:
Fine

;

We make

Imported

the

Clothes

ness an

Busi-

i-

yrh

-

Fish Can Live in Some Portions of It and Not In
Others.
(By Special Leased

TV

Ira ta New Mexican

Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la
I have
recently secured a special ra te by express by which I can ship
jacks at lower rates than ever befo re. I can ship jacks from Cedar Rapids, la., to Albuquerque, N. M, for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for (104
each, and can reach other points at corresponding rates.

S

Jerusalem, Palestine, Dec. 29. An
such as you
Art. Every
expedition, the purpose of which is
to thoroughly explore the Dead Sea
and its environs under the leadership
can only
Garment
of Dr. Bruhl of the Universily of Berlin, has just arrived from Europe and
see in the
is made by
continued to the scene of its future
operations.
The motives of the expedition, so it
Big Cities.
C. DE BACA Elected Lieutenant Governor of New Mexico.
Experts
is emphatically averred by Dr. Bruhl, EZEQUIEL
of B. M. Read, Author of Illustrated History of New Mexico.
(By
Courtesy
are
purely scientific, with absolutely
We have
in Their
no elements of commercialism entering into its ultimate object. Its memThem.
which falls to his lot as lieutenant
Line.
bers are, with the exception of a man
Age 47 years.
governor.
from Copenhagen and possibly anBorn at Las Vegas.
Mr. de Baca was born at Las Vegas
other from Sweden, all German scienEducated In Jesuit College.
on November 1, 18G4. He was edutists and engineers.
Public school teacher.
cated in Las Vegas College conductThe expedition was organized in
ed by the Jesuit Fathers, the same
Railway Mail Clerk.
Germany several months ago and
NOTE OUR PRICES
institution from which his partner
Deputy District Clerk.
seems to be most thoroughly equipped
Editor.
in newspaper work, State Secretary
scientifically and otherwise.
and come to see US before you order you suit,
It is
Business Manager of La Voz
Elect Antonio Lucero, graduated. In
financed by private subscriptions, a
del Pueblo.
the early eighties, Mr. de Baca taught
few members paying their share of
Member of Supreme Lodge
the expense while among the conpublic school and then went into the
Fraternal Union.
tributors several leading Zionists figrailway mail service, one of the most
Grand Master and Secretary
difficult branches of the public work.
ure very prominently.
of Fraternal Union.
He served four years as deputy disThe work of exploration will conMarried.
trict clerk at Las Vegas and assumed
sist in the major part of sounding
associate editorship of La Voz del
ithe depth of various sections of the
Pueblo of which Mr. Lucero is the
lake as well as analyzing the unique
Those who have observed the sua- editor. At present, Mr. de Baca is
and complex composition of the waters, studying its shores, investigating vity and tact with which Ezequiel C. business manager and one of the
the nature of the different minerals de Baca, elected lieutenant governor, stockholders of the printing firm.
Mr. de Baca is a member of the Suthat are said to abound in that region, has presided over recent turbulent
are preme Lodge of the Fraternal Union,
exploring, as far as it is possible, the Democratic state conventions,
channels of the many rivers and hot certain that he will have no difficulty was Fraternal Master of the Las
water streams, apart from the Jordan, in presiding over so sedate a body Vegas Lodge for four years and is
which flows into the Sea from both as the Senate of the first legislature its present secretary.
ORDER OUT OF A SAMPLE
BOOK AND TAKE A
the eastern and western mountain of the State of New Mexico, a duty
i
Air. de isaca is married.
TV 11
CHANCEWHEN YOU CAN COME TO
ranges that hem its shores, examining and classifying the varieties of
YOUR MATERIAL-S- EE
THE GARMENT WHILE IT IS BEING MADE
fish that exist in large numbers only west. Its total surface area was SANTA FE PASSENGER
in the extreme southeastern section therefore computed to be 250 square
TRAIN IS
UP AND BE PROTECTED BY OUR GUARANTEED FIT.
:
:
:
:
of the lake which consists mainly of miles.
Its greatest depth was 1,300
It must be feet at the northern end, and Its shal- Westbound Number 9 Compelled to
shallows and marshes.
remembered in this connection that it lowest part being at its southern exLie Over in Albuquerque Yards
has always been firmly maintained tremity, varies from 5 to 15 feet only.
All Night.
Indeed, so distinct were its deep
by those who visited the Dead Sea
and wrote treatises about It long ago and its shallow portions that Lieut.
Albuquerque, N. M., Dec. 30. Westi Mrs
TRV Jti
that no fish of any kind can make Lynch described its bottom as con- bound Santa Fe passenger train Numtheir habitat in any part of It and sisting of two submerged plains, an ber 9 left for the coast yesterday
253 San Francisco Street,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
::
belief was given elevated one at its southern half
this
morning at 7:25, after the passengers
the death blow only recently by a averaging thirteen and a depressed had breakfasted here, little the worse
pleasure party of Americans long one at its northern end averaging for the accident in which the train figresident in the country who visited thirteen hundred feet beneath the ured a short distance below the Abao
the southern end of the lake and dis- surface.
WHEN HER BACK ACHES.
office at 1:30 yesterday morning.
The lake's depression
below sea yard
covered fish.
Number 9, shortly after pulling out,
So it remains for the members of level is 1,312 feet and a tropical climA Woman Finds All Her
Energy and the German expedition to arrive at ate makes its temperature almost un- sideswiped a freight train which was
slow in pulling into the clear at the
Ambition Slipping Away.
causes which undoubtedly must bearable during certain seasons of
CARPENTERS?
Santa Fe women Know how the the
stockyards. The engine of the pasof
to
be due
the year.
varying co!nd,itions
aches and pains that come when the
senger train was somewhat banged
water
AND CABINET MAKERS.
of
the
chemical composition
The German expedition,
however, up, the headlight knocked off and
kidneys fail make life a burden. Back- that makes it possible for fish to live
in
the
been fortunate
selecting
otherwise defaced and a number of cars
ache, hip pains,
headaches, dizzy in certain sections of the lake and has
months of the year during were badly raked
FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER spells, distressing urinary troubles, all net in others; and, in short, to find mildest
along one side, but
which to carry on their work and
tell of sick kidneys and warn you of
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DOME
out Everything about this strange under unusually more auspicious and none of them derailed. The train was
the stealthy approach ot dropsy or
back here while five overbody of water from scientific stand favorable circumstances than have brought
turned cars of the freight were pulBrlgth's disease. Doan's Kidney Pills points that is worth knowing.
exof
efforts
heretofore attended the
All Work Guaranteed.
led out of the way and the track rePhone, Red 115 are for the kidneys only. They at In order the better to facilitate its op
plorers In this region.
tack kidney diseases by striking at
paired, the line being open at 5:30.
the expedition has chartered
erations
the cause.
Here's proof of it in a a little steam vessel for a space of
It was decided at that time to hold
KIDNEY
PILLS.
FOLEY
FOR SALE.
Santa Fe woman's words:
months with the proviso that Tonic in action, quick in results. the train for breakfast here and the
three
Mrs. Desederia J, de Quintans, Col
Department of the Interior, Washington.
at the option of Dr. Bruhl the lease Will cure any case of kidney or blad- departure was made at 7:25. ;
D. O., October 14.1911. Sealed bids marked
outside "Bid for timber on Jioariila Indian lege St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: may be' extended for an indefinite
der disorder not beyond the reach of
Reservation. New Mexico," and addressed to Several years ago I used Doan's Kid
period.
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washingmedicine. No need ' say more. Sold
Try a New Mexican Want Ad, It
commer
or
ton," will be received until 12 o'clock noon, ney Pills and I was cured of a bad
What ultimate political
results.
all druggists.
Eastern time, February 1, 1812, for the purchase attack of kidney
brings
by
At
that
sur
the
complaint
cial motives, If any, underlie
and removal of all merchantable dead timber
time
a
lostatement
live
in
or
and
all
the
fallen
the
timber
that
can
standing
appeared
face of the enterprise time only
may be designated for cutting by the officer cal papers, telling of my experience
show.
in charge on a designated area of approxinow
and
I
take pleasure in confirmmately 130,000 acres upon both tribal and allotThis is by no means the first at
ted lands of the Jlcarllla Indian Reservation, ing all that was then said In theii
Nev Mexico, located within townships 28. 29.
made to explore the Dead Sea
tempt
I had pains in my back that
and 31 North, Ranges 1. 2 and 8 West. New praise.
It
reeion. Indeed, the honor ot priority
Mexico Principal Meridian, lying within the made it difficult for me to
and
stoop
to the
watersheds of Dulce, Burns and La Jara
there were other troubles which plain in this direction belongs
Creeks, and containing approximately
feet. B M. of timber, principally yellow ly showed that my kidneys were at doughty Lieutenant W. F. Lynch of
pine. A deposit of $5,000 of a certified check
who, as early as
, on a solvent National Bank drawn in favor of
fault 'Soon after I began taking the American Navy, considerable
time
1848 spent
the
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs must ac- Doan's Kidney
year
Pills, improvement
company each bid. No bid of less than 13.00
and exploration of that
feet for the first six years of the was noticeable and the contents of in research
per M. board 13.
The long winter evenat the expense of the American
contact and SO per M. board feet for the last two boxes, not
only restored my kid region
three years of the contract will be considered.
Government and at a great risk to
"Wbe right towaveteohnlcaldefeetsln advertiseto
their
ings give a woman a splennormal condition but
neys
in those days facilities
ments and bids and to reject any and all bids also removed
the pain from my back. his person, for
did chance for sewing or
The timber must be cut under
Is reserved.
ana
were of trie crudest
rules and regulations, copies or which, with I am glad to say that during the time for travel
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work for a general increase of salaries
for county officers. Each county official-elect
is to whack up $30 as a
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
starter to pay for the lobby. This
Palace.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
would realize the fat sum of $7,800,
M. A. Ortiz, City.
Editor and President
Vice President.
sufficient to tickle the fancy of any
Pedro Ortiz y Pino, Galisteo.
ilOHN K. STAUFFER.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER.
paid lobbyist.
Many county salaries
W. Hurst, Omaha.
Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.
are too meager, it is true, but the tax
L. S. McDonald, Omaha.
payers are hardly in the mood at this
John Jack, Denver.
Eatered as Second Class Matt er at the Santa Pa PostotCce.
time to stand for any general raid on
R. C. Rankin, Las Vegas.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$3.60 the strong box of the commonwealth
Henry B. Shepard, Chicago.
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or of each county. Statehood will bring
S. Alonzo Bright, Albuquerque.
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1.00 many new
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2.00 limited by the constitution and only
E D. Sherman, Espanola.
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Aldo Leopold, Tres Piedras.
.50 the strictest economy will pTevent the SCIENCE
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Oaily, per year, by mall
OF CITY BUILDING
McDonald administration from being
R. E. Williams, Los Angeles.
wrecked on financial rocks.
W. N. Prichard, Denver.
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DRY

-2-

-,

a. pciii

GOODS

GO.
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IN JEWELRY, CUFF BUTTONS, BRACELETS, TIE CLASPS and FANCY COMBS

Ladies' or Gents',

Wi

.

K

1

THE, PALACE
AND

HOTELS

, '.:

THE MONTEZUMA
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Now Under the Same Management.

-

The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Room
fen suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
Large Sample Rooms.

THOS. DORAN, Proprietor

Coronado Restaurant

.

B. TONNIES,

j

Short Orders run Day & Night. Regular Meals 25c.
Furnished rooms iu connection.

222 San Francisco Street

-

::

Hot & Cold Baths.
;

::

Electric Lights

G. LL'PE HERRERA,

Prop

SPITZ, THE JEWE LER,

I
i

Wishes his Patf ons and Friends A Happy and P ospe otis Viexr Year

The
I
I

ceat deduction Sale

lis

StiiW

II

On.

Cut Glass, Decorated China, Sterling Silver Picture Frames
At a Special Reduction

s

An Opportunity You Cannot Afford to Hiss.
dL-'-4-.- .

J)

8ATURDAY, DECEMBER

30, 1911.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. 1L

UNITED STATES BANK

&

county, who will be a member of the
legislative house, is in the capital on
business. He is a guest at the Montezuma.
Acasio Gallegos, assistant territoR. E. Williams of the Indian serv- rial
superintendent of public instrucis
a
ice,
guest at the Montezuma.
left the city today on an inspection,
The Wallace and Saturday clubs
tion tour of the schools of Torrance
did not hold regular meetings
this county.
week.

earn l in a irician

TRUST CO.

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking

Business

Your Patronage Solicited
.

6. lAUGHUN, President

.

W. E. GRIFFIN

H. F. STEPHENS.

Cashier,

Asst. Cashier

If

ii

l''

"
Established .1851

'.'

Incorporated

1903.

t

Last Call'
Don't wait too long. Our

night and registered at the

is still complete in every detail.

;

her parents.
Carlota Armijo, principal of the

Fancy Handle Umbrellas

public school at Rio del Medio, is in
the city spending the holidays with

Anew lot just unpacked

House Coats i

her parents.

i

Fancy Vests

Neckwear for

The real swell patterns

Ladies and Gents

u
it

it

nnMPAUY
I III I

WWIIII

t

P.

O. Box, 219.

:

:

:

:

:

:

Phone 36

WANTED
FURNISHED HOUSES

FOR RENT
O.C. WATSON & CO.

Massaging,

Vacuum Treatment.

Chiropody,

Dandruff, falling hair and baldness
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads,
facial lines, absolutely removed. All
. '
Hinds p( hair. work done.
MRS. R. LOPEZ,
Phone 507S
343 San Francisco St

US.

KAUflE

21

CO.

119 San Francisco St g

January Clearing Sale
'

-

BEGINNING TUESDAY,

Ladies' Suits, Ladies', Misses' and Children's Coats
will be on sale at the GREATEST REDUCTIONS ever offered

TO
OUR FRIENDS

in Santa Fe. This sale will continue one week only. We expect to close out this entire stock, making room for NEW
SPRING GOODS, and ask those who want anything in this
line to come early and make first selections.
Francisco St.,
JULIUS H. GERDES,
Santa Fe, New Mex.

THE

May

your Holidays

be days of pleasure,
and may the New Year
bring to you and yours
all the Blessings of
Good Health and Much
Success.

EVERY ARTICLE OF OUR LARGE
AND COMPLETE STOCK ESPECIALLY ADAPTED

always as low as the lowest.

spirit of the

prompts
us at this time
to extend to you the
season's greetings :

THE GIFT STORE
fay us a visit ere making your selection.

Territorial

Our prices are

H. C. YONTZ, 5"&

A HAPPY NEW YEAR

I

.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

Next Door to Postoff ice.

H.

S. KAUflE & CO.

1

C

Tailored to

Order
Clothes at a Clear
Saving of $5 to $10
per Suit or Over
coat
--

--

HERE ARE JUST

It isn't posible in this space to even sag
rest the hundreds upon hundreds of mag
nificent bargains waiting for yon at this
store-t- he
imported and domestic weaves
of rarest and most original textures, the
fancy and staple worsted and homespuns,
the vicunas, wide wales, silk intersperses
Scotch plaids-t- he
cassimeres. cheviots,
herringbones and serges and staple in all
VERY
the latest coloring and sbades-YO- UI
IDEAL for a new suit or overcoat is wait
ing for you here.

A

FEW RANDOM SAMPLES

fancy wool on h and wortiH truaranteprl all nun
einhrnctntr tb hfw coDp'r browns the flemish (Troy, the
In both winter
(rolfien oaks, the trarnpt blue and Duroles
ana summer welfrhtH tailored to yo ur order ado
guaranteed to lit and please In every respect
.
or money buck

47

$15.00

exclusive royal cloth poncelU In staple
sparkling,
lively and lntermedlute weve
plno checks, pencil striper,
overcoats or acr.
studded HrrKeH. rouith and unllnisti texture--fo- r
uil wear and built with the very tlnest of Internal
coDDtruction ana trimming

70

8UK

$17.50

the Hmarteit Innovation In woolen manterple cpb to be seen anywhere
emnracinar the very pat terns you have admired on the hacks ola men wno
moat
60 and 75 New York and Chlrairo local tallorM---complete range of suits and overcoats, tailored to
order to the biithem Koyal Tailor quality -

53;

$22.50

matter even if you have a dozen suits hanging up in
your clothes closet no matter if you had not intended to
buy again for months DON'T miss this great money-savin- g
opportunity. If you need simply buy a suit now to hang for
six months until you need it the money you save will pay
you 25 to 100 per cent, on your investment.
And mind you, there are as many Spring weights in this
sale at Fall weights you can order your Easter suit NOW
and save from $5.00 to $10.00 on it.
No

W. N. TOWNSEND & COMPANY

1

-

AND RUGS ARE A DELIGHT,

CARPETS

YES, A NECESSITY, IN WINTER

We have a splendid new assortment of Axminster and Wilton
Rugs which will give your home an air of comfort that cannot
be had in any other way. See also our selection of Bird's Eye
Maple Furniture and beautiful .Circassian Walnut Bedroom
Suits, which every housewife should see before purchasing
any more furniture. We have also some fine
Chinaware which you will need for your Christmas dinner and
parties. And the price will be right, too.
Pope-Sloss- on

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE AND

R

Cart-Clayto- n

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

-

JAMES

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
Phone. Black 204.

several years, f
Mrs. Lajghlin, entertained a small
number of guest at cards Wednesday

.

.

.

j

JU5

5211 rfclltCiSCO

Street.

415 Palace Avenue.

List Your Property
With Us.
Santa

Fe

Abstract, Realty

&

Insurance Agency

Phone Black

Phone Black No. 52

j

SIGN

C. McCONVERY,

No. 229

THE CLARENDON GARDEN
One Block

East From the Old San Miguel Church

Phone Black 12.

R. V. BOYLE, Manager.

Etched desk set heavy brass comP,ete SMW
Hammered desk set heavy copper complete 6.00
Also letter holders, rocking blotters, paper knives.
::

MCmHz
::

'

125 Palace
Avenue.

Work
II Ul i

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

SAVES

the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps, that can be seen anywhere, anwe will sell them right. Get away from
inspection, and
the Idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than
anything you can get.

SBJTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY, WASHINGTON STREET.

New Mexico

r Tl

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
o
are using ft. It saves
THE EYES. Our display rooms are open for your
by having it right where
your light bill and
we have
on

Santa Fe,

i

cv
--

you

Residence

FLOWERS

3
You pay for,

!

roy-fat-

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS
1

The Richest, Finest

.,,,.

.'

PAINTING

MULLIGAN & RISING,
License Numbers,

and Patrons

Secretary

Nathan Jj.tfa celebrated his birthday
anniversary. It was also the birth
day of Simon Neusbaum and Frank
McKane.
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Barker left the
city this morning for a few days visit afternoon at her home on Don
with Mrs.
Barker's mother, Mrs. Avenue in honor of her guestsCaspar
Mr.
Steve'Amold, on the latter's ranch on and Mrs. J. Bond Francisco of Los
the upper Pecos.
Angeles. The decorations were holly
Hugh Lewis and G. H. Snyder, who mistletoe and
ponsettias. Mr. and
have been engaged in the motor car
Mrs. Francisco will remain in Santa
business here, have left the city to
Fe during the holidays.
locate in San Diego where they will
Word has reached here of the mar
conduct a garage.
today of Dr. Edgar L. Hewett,
riage
Attorney Springer, the prominent Director
of the American School of
Jiepubllcan leader who has been in
Santa Fe for the past few days, left Archaeology, and Mrs. J. E. Wood, an
the city last night for his home in assistant in the school, at Red Oaks,
Iowa.
Cimarron, Colfax county.
The Doctor, who is a very busy
Jose P. Lucero of Lumberton, Rio
Arriba county, member of the legisla- man, found time to stop off at Red
D,
tive House of the first State Assem- Oak on his way to Washington,
where he Is out fitting an expedi
C,
is
of
his
the
fellow
bly,
guest
member,
tion which will sail on January 3 for
A D. Vargas in this city.
Central America, and
A regular meeting of the Thirteen! Guatemala,
Club was held at the home of Mrs. A. consummate the romance which be
L. Grimstaaw today
at which the gan here many months ago. The
members were entertained at cards. bride will accompany her former chief
to the scene of the excavatiori of the
There were no guests present.
Earnest Digneo and F. Valdez, mem- ancient temple city of Quirigua.
bers of the firm of Valdez and Popp, Among the monuments of the ana concern engaged In sheep raising cient palaces, surro-indeby the lux
near Corona, left Santa Fe today for uriant vegetation of a tripical jungle,
the ranch located at that place.
the two spend their honeymoon unW. J. Eaton, the judge of the elec disturbed by the confusion of a mod
tion in Clayton precinct who signed ern civilization. It is fitting, though
the election returns after the decision a little surprising, that the learned
of Judge C. J. Roberts, returned to archaeologist and his charming bride
his home in Clayton last night.
should find romance in the dust of
Mrs. J. Ellen Smith, who has been a civilization that Dassed nwav be- in the city on business with the gen- -' fore the dawn of history,
eral land office for the past four daysj The bride and
bridegroom are too
left the city yesterday for her home wen known here t0 need turthr not.
in Otto, southern Santa Fe county.
ice and their host of
,n Santa
.
W. A. Gillenwater, the prominent Ke have
exnresRf,
ricliph.
fhpir
. ..
. ..
T
T
J ..
Tt
"
uvmucrauu icttuei ul ruriaiLU, xiuue- - event
velt county, who was chairman for the
campaign committee of that county,
A Busy Vacation for the Club.
left the city for his home last night
The Young People's
Social Club
A luncheon in honor of Mrs. Kings- has had a mo8t
bugy week gnce the
mill, who is visiting her sister Mrs. ,agt day of schoo, More Christmas
J. A. Rolls and whose home is in On- - holidays. Functions lore naveBefin
given by them and for them. The
noon at the home of Mrs. Max Frost first of
these was the Christmas party
on Palace avenue.
at the home of Miss Dorothy Saffor.d
Attorney Charles Spiess, president on Palace avenue last
Saturday. There
of the constitutional convention and was a
large Christmas tree in the
prominent Repifblican
leader, who parlor decorated by the
girls, and
watched the official canvass for his
each one present received
a pretty
the
left
last
for
his
city
party,
night
from it
gift
home in Las Vegas.
Sunday night the club went to midJudge T. B. Lieb, of Raton, who has
mass at the Cathedral and Monbeen here the past few weeks, will night
leave for his home today. He will day night Miss Madeline Mills had a
take with him the election certificate few of its members over while Bhe
a beautiful Christmas tree In
which the decision in the Clayton
the dinning room at the Executive
matter assured to him
Reed Holloman. defeated Renubli-- ' Manslone
T,1,stlay evening, the club was
can candidate for district judge, whose
was sealed yesterday when the alIy entertained by Miss Miriam
election returns were count- - wriSnt and a few guests were invitedAn 0,(1 fashioned taffy-pul- l
made
ed, left the capital for his home in
i the evening
pass pleasantly.
Tucumcari last :night.
Professor J. T).' Miller, who has been' Wednesday night, Miss Madeline
in charge of the Presbyterian Mission Mills entertained the club at the
in the absence of Rev. F. L. cutive Mansion where they danced
left Santa Fe yesterday for iil midnight. Delicious refreshments
Albuquerque where he will spend a wer served and pretty favors were
few days previous to going to Arizona given to each, guest,
for the winter.
Thursday night Mr. and Mrs. John
Miss A. M. Whittman gave a fare- - W. March entertained the club and a
well party for Miss Julia Jaffa, at her few guests at cards. The affair was
home on Federal Place Thursday af- - in honor of Miss Katherine Chaves
ternoon. Fifty guests were invited who is the guest of Mrs. March. Miss
and were delightfully entertained at Chaves was formerly a Santa Fe girl
cards. The decorations were holly hue now resides at Albuquerque with
her father, Amado Chaves, a proml- and evergreens, ,
L. Bradford Prince,
of nent resident of that city.
Yesterday afternoon the club was
New Mexico, whon has been absent in
New York for the past few weeks re- - entertained by Mr. Jose Diaz, one of
turned to his home here last night. tne members, at the home of Dr.
Mrs. Prince, and son, Wm. Prince, will Diaz. The young people danced
t'l late in the afternoon when tooth-M- r
in New York for some time.
and Mrs. Walter entertained at some refreshments were served.
Tonight Mr. Bernard Spitz will endinner Thursday
evening. Covers
were laid for twelve. The guests tertain them and a royal time ft exwere: Territorial Secretary and Mrs. pected, and tomorrow night, which
young
Jaffa, Judge and Mrs. M. C. Mechera, will be New Year's eve, the
Dr. and Mrs. Rolls. Mr. and Mrs. rhns People will meet and welcome the
in- The end of a these
Stauffer, Mrs. Kingsmill and Mr. John new ?ear
events will probably wind up with
K Stauffer
Morton' Sellgman'a party at the
The engagement of Mis. Rose
home of his Parents on H,1!sid av
Kraus, sister of Max Rraus of this
Monday evening. Next
city will be celebrated in fitting man- - nue,
tne club W1" meet to elect a new
ner at the Castaneda hotel in Las Ve- caa nn Mnnrlav niirhr.. Mnrri rimwiiv President, as John W. Roberts who
of Las Vegas is the fortunate fiance. was president for two terms, will
Max Kraus will leave Santa Fe to- leave the city tonight for Washington,
night for Las Vegas to attend the D. C. as private secretary to Con
gressman-Elec- t
George Curry.
function and will return Tuesday.
The Wallace Club gave their an- -'
Continued on Page Eignt.
nual Christmas party at the home of
Mrs. John W. March yesterday after--,
noon. There were, besides the mem-- !
bers, four guests, Miss Lucy Grygla.j
Carriage, Automobile,
Miss Florence Spitz, Miss Julia Jaffa!
AND
and Miss Jessie March. After playing
and
the
club
its
sat
bridge,
guests
j
down to dainty refreshments.
Rev. F. L. Schaub accompanied with
his family, returned to Santa Fe.
Thursday. Mr. Schaub is the superin-- j
tendent of the Presbyterian Mission
schools and will henceforth make his
home here. He had been superintend- - Mirror Silvering l SATISFACTION
ent of the Presbyterian Mission school Etching on Glass II - , .
for Indian boys at Dwight, Okla., for.
II UUAKAnllttU
and Brass
'

66-6-

Wishes ail Her Friends

!ihti

SURETY BONDS, REAL ESTATE.

Phone, Red 189.

Thursday.

MISS A. MUGLER

j

Candido Orti, a teacher in the public schools of Agua Fria, District No.
5, is in the city spending the holidays with friends.
R. C. Rankin, of Las Vegas, aasist-an- t
traveling auditor and bank examiner, is in the city on business. He
is a guest at the Palace.
Jose Domingo, a ranchman living in
lower Pojoaque, brought in several
loads of alfalfa yesterday which he
disposed of in the local market.
Judge C. J. Roberts, wno handed
down his decision yesterday in the
Clayton pi:inct matter, left the city
for his home in Raton last night.
Epimenio Romero, a ranchman from
near Nambe, northern Santa Fe
county, transacted business here yesterday and left for his home today.
E. R, Lopez, a ranchman
living
near Nambe yesterday brought in a
quantity of vegetables and grain
which he sold to the local merchants.
M. C. deBaca of Bernalillo. Sando- -

Manicuring,

INSURANCE,

Monte-

zuma.
Hipolito Dominguez, clerk of the
school district of Tesuque, is in Santa
Fe today buying school supplies for
his district.
Miss Elvira Williams, principal of
the school at Canada de los Alamos,
District No. 3, is in the city visiting

HOLIDAY STOCK

Bath Robes

Rev. S. Alonzo Bright of Albuquerque, registered at the Palace
last
evening.
Rev. James M. Shiner has return.
ed from Albuquerque, where he spent
Christmas.
Judge A. B. Fall is expected from
Three Rivers, Otero county, within
the next few days.
Miss Henrietta Wolklng and Miss
Zoe McKendrick of Albuquerque are
visitors in this city.
W D. Shea of the Denver & . Rio
Grande has returned from a business
trip to Las Vegas and Albuquerque.
Santiago I. Martinez, a school teach
er in No. 14 district located in upper
Jambe, is here spending his vacation
Miss Zoe E. Smith, principal of the
public school at Bachelor, left Santa
Fe yesterday evening for her home in
Otto.
M. A. Ross, the lumberman of Albuquerque, arrived from that city last
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OFFICIAL ELECTION FIGURES

St, Louis Rocky! Mi. &

Pacific

8ATURDAY.

Armijo
1848
726
1825
308
1370
357
1159
1065
727
271
493
1507
579
783
2024
298
492
513
3172
1760
545
1880
1334
908
1370
1794

Bernalillo
Chaves
Colfax

ON STATE OFFICERS

Company.

Railway

K If.

MEXICAN, SANTA FE,

ITS NEW

Curry

Dona Ana
Eddy

Grant

RATON NEW MEXICO.

GENERAL OFFICES

In effect Sept, 1st

(Read Down)
19

1

pm

j

0

7 SO
7 40
06
a 20

4
11

16'

J 85
50

.
.

2 30

0

2 47

7

8 07
3 45

48
65

335

2

4 15
4 43
5 00
5 10
6 18

68
76
82

S2S

-- 8

45

94

E

2

12

2

Lv.. Des Moines. N. M...Ar
Kumaldo
Dediuan
Capuha

4

3 05
2 46
2 25

Thomp-o-

Ounninttauai
....Ollfton House N.M
I.v
A.r...... Raton. N. M
.Lv. .... Raton. N..M
Ar
Ollfton House X' M....
gPreston
Koehler Junction
Koehler

155

130
9 32
8 55

9 06
8 20
8 02

HOolfax

Cerrososo
Olmarron
Olmarron
Nash
Hnrlan

Ar
Lv

Ar

Ut3

..

10 16
9 49

Lv

....

7 46

Ar

am

N. M...Lv
Pari,
.

6
6
6
6

36
27
17
00

pm

p ro

(Connects at Colfax with K. P. A 8. W. Ry. train both North and Soutb.E - .
SStftue for Van Houten N, ys , raeeti trains at Preston N.lM.I
Stage leaves tlte Park. N, M., for Klizabethtown, N. M., at 9;00 a. m,"aally except
undays. Fare ii uu one way $3.59 round trip; fifty pound batrgaze carried free.
O. A S. train leaves Des Metrics, N, M- -. for the south at 11:11 p. in. larrlves from tb
th at 4:38 a. m

t.

4. VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M..

G. DEDMAN,

Superintendent.

F. M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,

ASK FOR TICKETS
f SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
E1 Paso' BisbeeDouglass
Hani's l c To
Prntn
riUIU pallia
andaU p0ints in New Mexico,
-

Arizona, Mexico and to thePacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance thence

EAST

THE

1891
744
1825
343
1424
405
1280
1069
741
327
499
1533
583
803
1972
304
506
517
3191
1755
555
1898
1333
907
1380
1794
29383

1928
830
1861
347
1378
425
1195
1075
746
296
500
1542
594
798
1977
308
484
522
3252
1715
550
1899
1335
915
1378
1801
296S1

1905
756
1856
344
1389
401
1197
1061
718
300
498
1532
658
825
1972
305
481
549

2992
1859
1722
973

3201
1741
550
1901
1328
890
1381
1S02
29541

1S71
1352
538
1598

29256

29384

29300

Colfax
Curry
Dona Ana
Eddy

Grant
Guadalupe
Lincoln
Luna
McKinley
Mora
Otero
Quay
Rio Arriba
Roosevelt
Sandoval
San Juan
San Miguel

Santa Fe
Sierra
Socorro
Taos

Torrance
Union

Valencia

OR

WEST

ROUTE

For rates and full information address
- Aent.
EUGENE FOX aEI Paso p-Texas
F--

2952
1845
1699
977
1281
1403
1424
973
731
608
377
1172
5S6
1185
1184
821
791
720

2992
1876
.1729
978
1297
1405
1442
986
756
601
377
1183
577
1150
1191
824
787
742

786
1297
2S1
29453

1871
1357
537
1605
969
776
1302
277
29423

1907
1398
540
1604
975
775
1303
279
29674

29079

29059

29325

1267
1409

1402
983
734
589
375
1178
578

1207
1186

826
776
706

9GS

McKinley
Mora

Otero
Quay
Rio Arriba
Roosevelt
Sandoval

San Juan
San Miguel
Santa Fe
Sierra
Socorro

Taos
Torrance
UDion
Valencia

29108

Bernalillo
Chaves
Colfax
Curry
Dona Ana
Eddy

1939
928
1877
338
1382
489
1233
1139
847
316
487
1543
673

Crant
Guadalupe
Lincoln

Luna
McKinley
Otero

190S
726
1782
289
1365
365
1126
1062
708
263
489
1321
543
778
1971
SOI
4S0
497
3140
1730
533
1716
1326
909
1322
1786

7S5

;Quay
Rio Arriba
Roosevelt

1963
313
508
524
3175
1787
535
1915
1334
916
1387
1807

Sandoval
San Juan
San Miguel

3069
1904
1768
922
1320
1450
1493
996
740
621

Dona Ana
Eddy ...

Grant
Guadalupe
Lincoln

2839
1711
1659
861

69
252
10
137

1291

3

3

1298

74
16
22
61
63

62
17
22
60
67

2

2

927
627
564
370
1176
514

389

1193
617
1135
1186
807
773
768
1950
1375
547
1632
972
777
1413
284

336
1358
382
1135
1053
729
283
479
1527
580
777
1978
304
486
520
3169
1744

Curry

Luna

1343

McKinley
Mora
Otero
Quay
Rio Arriba
Roosevelt
Sandoval
San Juan
San Miguel

70
249
9

126

190
S64
9
219

1131
1185
782

Santa Fe
Sierra

540
1841
1327
897
1367
1790

Socorro
Taos

Torrance

198
360

Union
Valencia

9

220

28977

710
705
1885
1324
529
1621
962
753
1311
275

79
30
15

1291'
1080
767
381
503
1517
600
806
1965
309
483
531
3182
1755
565
1974
1292
933
1375
1805
29835

"

I

i

1913
773
1835
339
1388
722
120
1074
749
299
498
1522
605
765
1973
313
484
' 528
3192
1751
550
1895
1319
917
1377
1801

2992

29783

28509

2900
1762
1733
932
1284

1859
1720
1019
1293

1410

,

1S.41

1716
964
1296
1428

1072
J316
962

1463
981
738

1436

271

983
723
582
377
1190
585
1134
1186
803
786
731
1903
1370
541
1579
966
781
1290
278

28577

29451

677

520

1142

366
1206
572
1148

1132

1200

'809

'787
790

19

J200
605

730
721
1892
1325

715
19jl0

1608
961
778

1348
511
1528
1015
752

1299

1300

535

.

278

961
1294
1420
1411
940
697
599
375
1176
588
1125
1183
718
707
700
1S69
1285
543
1588

288

99
142
4

359
1387
414
1216
1106
773
301
502
1536
597
804
1978
368
572
545
3213
1822
545
1907
1342
951
1394
1804

29S67

1947

30162

28721

977
1323
1149
14S6
1001
737
C07

396
1189
599
1151
1186
808
793
727
1894
1365
549
1655
969
786
1300

154
3

75
18
22
61
63
2

194
371
9

237
1

81
25
15
2
4

71
291
9
153

2982

VOTE ON STATE TREASURER AND ATTORNEY GENERAL.
Clancy McGill McDonald
Mirabal Marron Chastain
68
2787
2092
70
3022
1849
Bernalillo
288
1816
778
285
1863
738
Chaves
10
1702
1856
10
1745
1788
Colfax

Baca Fergusson Valverde Hansen Cutting

Curry

'

Luna

VOTE COR CONGRESSMEN.

iMora

BEST

Hunna

Dunn

Wright Burkhart

Roberts

Bernalillo

Guadalupe
Lincoln

COURT JUSTICES.

SUPREME

Parker
Chaves

00

3 60
8 30
8 15

Vigil n

20
25
81
42
49

9 10
9 35
.10:00

-

STATIONS

MlleB

a ru

(Read Up)

1910

TABULATION

OF VOTE ON

VOTE ON CORPORATION COMMISSIONERS.
Owen
Groves
Martinez
VsnStone Holmes Metcalf

Williams
1981
785
1810
351
1395
398

154

3

74
17
22
60
63

"

2

3a

DECEMBER

S tapes Sol Owen
71
288
9
154
3
67
15
11
59
601
63
2
359

74
288
9

154
3
68
14
11

3
71

.16

11
61

...

60

61

65
2

2
189
365
9
235

192
365
9

82
23
15

81
22
15

2

.
2
4

1911.

188

362
9
234

J34

...
60

81
23

15

12

...
1032

4
9
135
3

9
134
3

2
4
9
134
3

1S20

1818

1806

at Cerrillos.
I

Upon motion of Commissioner Lu- cero the Board adjourned until Janu
ary 3rd, 1912.
I. SPARKS.
Chairman of the Board of County
Commissioners,
Attest:
GEO. W. ARMIJO,
Clerk of the Board of County
Commissioners.
.

Where the Locality Does Not Count

Wherever there are people suffering from kidney and bladder ailments, from backache, rheumatism
9
Kid245' and urinary irregularities, Foley
ney Pills will help them. Belvidere,
111., E. A. Kelly, an
says:
81
"Three years' ago zay kidneys be22
came so bad that I was compelled to
15
give up my engine and quite. There
was a severe aching pain over the
2
4
hips, followed by an Inflammation of
the bladder, and always a thick
97
150
Foley Kidney Pills made mo
a sound and well man. I can not say
3
too much in their praise." Sold by
all druggists.
1957
194
374

956'
733
1272
276

sedf-men-

VOTE ON CONSITUTIONAL
9 o'clock.
PROFESSIONAL CHADS
AMENDMENT. nesday morning at
Sanla Fe
The Board met as per adjournment,
For
Against
Sierra ...
Wednesday, December 27th, 1911. The
3991
2701
Bernalillo
Socorro
Board directed the clerk to call the
2
2
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
2413
384
Chaves
Taos
attention of the Connecticut Fire In4
4
1664
1844
Colfax
ConTorrance
surance Company of Hartford,
78
82
2441138
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Curry
Union
necticut to the fact of an error
143
141
1336
1296
Dona Ana
Attorney-at-Lathe
porto
Valencia
as
which
written
exists
3
3
202
1632
Santa Fe,
New Mexice
Eddy
the
No.
of
1152,
the
tions
Policy
644
1767
Grant
and
the
30162
2SS36
29999
28353
1845
figures calling for $2,500.00
1743
900
1143
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
uadalupe
written portion calling for $2,000.00,
512
947
VOTE ON GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR,
Lincoln
Attorneys-nt-Labeen
corrected
which
afterwards
has
127
759
una
Practice in tie Distri t Court a
Inof
Fire
local
said
the
agent
by
Bursum McDonald Rivera
290
456
Martinez DeBaca Goddard
McKinley
surance company, Mrs. L". A. Harvey. well as before the Supreme Court or
1S26
Bernalillo
3052
1222
70
1309
1857
3019
72
Mora
In the matter of the petition pre- the territory.
645
Chaves
265
1994
265
1064
735
1865
297
Otero
New Mexico.
sented
by Walter Kraul in regard to Las Cruces,
Colfax
1601
1940
11
509
1662
1775
1766
11
Quay
a
to
certain
erroneous
assessment
the
339
1532
$88
146
1529
336
972
164
Curry
Rio Arriba
E. C. ABBOTT
piece of property sold by him co CorDona Ana
1284
3
1394
119
1211
1372
v
3
1309
Roosevelt
Attorney-at-La& Smythe, valued at $150.00 in
bett
380
71
1460
605.
593
388
1412
Eddy
76
Sandoval
an
Practice in the District and Su1910 the Board finds that it
1535
112
Grant
1104
19
1164
1406
21
,...1095
San Juan
Col preme Courts.
and
the
assessment
erroneous
Prompt and careful
1018
1035
23
2594
2245
1053
993
23
Guadalupe
San Miguel
lector is hereby directed to correct attention given to all business.
Lincoln
801
671
1620
54
1418
729
711
80
Santa Fe
Banta Fe.
New Mexice
his books.
265
632
333
Luna
646
56
281
574
74
Sierra
is
Collector
and
Treasurer
The
409
465
1191
2
1828
492
2
374
McKinley
Socorro
G. W. PRICHARD
Mora
1449
1163
1259
hereby directed to allow the exemp1060
1196
1515
Taos
tion to Romulado Anaya of Precinct
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
518
Otero
656
692
156
531
599
205
....1043
Torrance
Practice in all the District Court
No. 3 for the, year 1907.
816
1167
919
1733
326
1133
770
379
Quay
Union
1941
1189
1697
Rio Arriba
18
356
9
1169
1988
Exemption was allowed to Teodoro nd gives special utteiitivn to cases
Valencia
291
S37
Villanueva of Precinct No. 8, for the before the Territorial Supreme Court
224
Roosevelt
294
807
243
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe N. M.
517
759
Sandoval
34897 22831
478
800
years 1908, 1909, 1910 and 1911.
iSan Juan
433
823
In the matter of the fire insurance
514
731
81
of
C. W. G. WARD
2919
2153
San Miguel
12
3011
2040
20
Session of the County Commissioners. on the Jail, the expiring policy
O.
C.
to
Territorial
Watson
District Attorn y
was
awarded
1710
1418
15
Santa Fe
$2,500
1371
1737
15
The Board of County Commission
516
576
2
Sierra
2
541
544
ers met in special session with I. & Co. instead of Mrs. L. A. Harvey.of For San Miguel and Mora Counties
New Mexico.
Las Vegas,
1414
In the matter of the assessment
1
Sccorro
2085,,
1878
2
1607
Lucero
Alfredo
Sparks. Chairman,
1289"
A. Casner, on account of double
Dr.
1013
J.
3
3
Taos
1392
901
Commission
Ortiz
y Pino,
and Jose
on house and lot situate
HARRY D. MOULTON
883
814
Torrance
903
768
87
ers, present, and George W. Armijo assessment No.
4, Galisteo St., for1288
Union
140
1379
1393
1297
152
and C. C. Closson were in attend- in Precinct
the
4
303
1775
Valencia
1799
4
278
ance as Clerk and Sheriff respective merly belonging to B. F. Bunce.
Attorney-at-La$780.00 is allowed him from his re
ly.
of Miss Jessie
The
turns.
28019
31036
17S7
property
28906
29642
2025
of
met
for
Board
the purpose
The
Massie in Precinct No. 4, W. Galisteo
Auditing, Examining and Approving
VOTE ON SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION AND LAND the accounts
St., formerly owned by Dr. J. A. CasSanta Fe, N. M.
against the County.
the Formerly Special
COMMISSIONER.
Agent, G. L. O.
In the matter of the increase of the ner,. not having been returned same
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
assessment of George W. Hickox Treasurer is instructed to place
L.
White
Lane
Ervien
Emerson Tharp from $5,875 to $8,000
tax rolls.
Stroup
having hereto- on the
69
1920
2950
1903
Bernalillo
70
2979
Lu Chas- - F. Eaeley.
Chat. R. Easley
Upon motion of Comissioner
come on for consideration, and
fore
750
1857
Chaves
292
290
1782
825
reduced cero, duly seconded, the filling of the
EASLEY A. EASLFY.
been
valuation
the
having
1824
1730
11
Colfax
1696
11
1856
to the original amount of $5,875, but County Bridge at Galisteo, the Board
Attorneys at Law.
153
343
977
326
987
155
Curry
Practice in the courts ana before
the record failing to show the Board's awarded the contract to Frank Men1387
3
1292
Dona Ana
3
1382
1299
action in this respect, it is ordered doza and Ventura Varos for the sum Land Department
75
408
1426
433
71
1401
Eddy
Land grants and titles examined.
nunc pro tunc, that the valuation of of $299.75, the work to be done under
1502
16
1434
16
Grant
...1127
1196
the property of the said George W. the supervision of Commissioner Banta Fe, N. M., branch Office Betas?
1067
985
22
1075
21
974
Guadalupe v
author
Hickox for the year 1911, be and the Ortiz; and the Board further
cla, N. M.
744
727
Lincoln
60
720
62
750
Ortiz to arrange
ized Commissioner
samp, is tipwhv fixed at S5.S75.
602
295
63
298
Luna
600
63
McKEAN A CHEETHAM,
The Board took a recess until Wed-- ' for the filling of the county unoge
381
495
2
2
498
379
McKinley
Attorneys-at-La1189
1525
Mora
1179
1537
Practice lb all the Courts and Be
593
597
190
Otero
592 594
191
fore the Interior Department,
1137
796
373
801
1133
371
Quay
New Mexico.
Taos,
1974
1186
9
Rio Arriba
9
1184
1976
804
313
236
805
237
310
Roosevelt
H. L. ORTIZ,
484
'
795
Sandoval
793
486
'
'
Attorney and counsenor-at-La682
563
San Juan ... ,.
81
715
81
534
before
courts
IV
all
the
Practicing
23
3200
1878
24
San Miguel
1879
3200
the Territory.
1358
1750
15
1803
1307
Santa Fe
15
- New Mextea
Santa Fe
24
15

....
w

Rates.

Holiday

Account of the Christmas and New
Years Holidays, the
,

w

-

--

DENVER & RIO GRANDE R. R.

'

PUBLISHES RATE OF

i
l"

One Fare for the Round Trip Between
i a ei
t
i
ah Manons on us Lines.
j-

SELLING DATES:
Dec. 23, 2 1, '25,

30and

31, 1911;

also Jan.

1, 1912

Return Limit, January 3, 1912.
New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Arm officers detailed by Wai
Department
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3uO
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during th
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modem
in all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON. Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLET.
For particulars and Illustrated catalogues address:
COL.

J AS.

...

Siera

...

E44

548
1883
1327
921
1384
1793

Socorro

Taos
Torrance
Union

Valencia

16tT

29411

VOTE ON SECRETARY

Bernalillo
Chaves
Colfax

...

Curry

Dona Ana
Eddy

Grant

...

Guadalupe

Lincoln
Luna

W. WILLSON,

Superintendent

...

McKinley
Mora
.

Quay.

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
Successor to B. P. Williams

I have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Owned by B P. Williams and will continue to operate It as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
te furnish you with any kind o a rig you may want. I will endeavor
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.

Rio Arirba

Roosevelt
Sandoval

Santa Fe, N.M

4

1800

29522

1939

28932

29706

,-

546
1603
972
767
. 1236
278

97
141
3

29242

1939

2

FROBERT A COMPANY
Investments
Lathe, Mines, Bonds A 8toeki.
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale general Hocks of
Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard
and other Business Opportunities
throughout Tarn county.
Bank References Furnished

4

OF STATE AND STATE AUDITOR.
3009
1874
1767
963
1306
1409
1394
1005
711

..........

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO STj

918
1434

Lucero

San Juan
.2977
San Miguel
Santa Fe .........1738
... 549
Sierra ...
.1877
Socorro
1353
Taos
.. 937
Torrance
. .1379
Union
1796
Valencia

1325

95
141

1869
738
1773
332
1376
390
1168
1045
736
278
494
574
774
1971
297
482
523

549
1899

2
4

967
765
1292
282

Romero

...1506

Otero

PbotM 199 Red

w

Cannon

Sargent

293
10
156
3

79
21

'

1377
1803

2929
1790
1723
957
1290
1379
1345
972
705
567
363
1187
566
1158
1156
791
801
718
1961
1398
630
1583
974
750
1264
276

29671

29139

M29
350
1392
432
1255

23
67
90

1081
756
315

2

505
1525

688

208

1141
1179

380

692
774

9
243

2005
312

570
369
1210

796
793

722

81
20
15
2
2

2108
1376
630
1616
943
732

4

284

105
148
4

29692

2026

1297

.

476
528
3115

'

1714
554
1909
1323
922

Gore

Delgado

1943
787

73

'

'

70
294
10
154
3

JJl

76
20
22
71
68
2
216
372

.8
240
81
24
15
1

2
4
97
144
4

1W

Taos,

The Handy Heater

'

You often need some heat

not yet started the furnace.

In whatever part of the house you want it you can get it
best and quickest with a Perfection Smokeless Oil Heater.
The Perfection is the moit reliable heater on me market, and you
can move k wherever you please.

V

!

v,

and you item in comfort oa dw colds
and early breakfast become s
S
Tan N to v doing-roomatch at dink, ami all H eana (or the eveoina.
naaL A touck of
The Perfeetioa SinoUett Oil Heater ii beauliiullv finished aa
where.
Drams of pUw ated or enamelled at Hue! SKKet trunmmgi.
A anaeial antonuiie elanea aukea ""Ii imnuMlllle. Burner boar I
becoma wedfed. AU parte eaiilj cleaned. Damper top. Cool bandle.
'
Dealaw awr mimt cr win Ut cWriptiie cjcaW la
eaaary of da)
at iki

J.

DR.

RESIDENCE,

in early Fall, when you have

Stilt

...

-

bodroOlai Or t)StluOMa

j

CcsSiaeatal Oil Ccmp&ny

New Mexico.

M. DIAZ,
DON
AVE

GASPAR

Phone. 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
OR. W. HUME BROWN,

Dentist
Over Spill's Jewelry Store.
Rooms 1, 2 and S.
Phona Red C
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5
Ana Dy Appointment

p--

TANDLEY G. SMALL, M, I
Physlelsn and Surgeon.
runnel emti kabiiimim
Ave. next door to Public LKr
Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12::
2 to 4 p. in. Evenings.
i
4V
. ir. ai..b
Hi.vn "W.-.".

ii--

f
''

t

'i.

iMS

Backache

IS

GOLD

Is only one of many symptoms which some women endure through weakness or displacement of the womanly
organs. Mrs. Lizzie White of Memphis, Tenn., wrote
Dr. R. V. Pierce, as follows :
,
"At rimes I was hardly able to be on my feet.
I believe I had every pain and ache a woman

ES T

A British Scientist Dispels
Some of Ventilation
Fallacies
AMERICAN

VOTES

IN ENGLAND
H4-

Prehistoric Peruvian Gold Ornaments Sold in London

at Auction.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
London, Dec. 29. The gold relics
recovered from Lake Guatavlta, one of
the five sacred lakes of the ancient
Inca kingdom of Chibcha in the
Colombian Andes, have been sold
here at an antiquarian auction. The
ornaments, which were thrown into
the lake as offerings to the divinities
supposed to inhabit its waters, are
splendid siimens of the craftsman
ancient Peruvians. The
ship of (
most.valii jlo piece was a breastplate
of pure to aten gold shaped as a dried
hide and embossed with a warrior's
head.
One of the most beautiful
pieces was a coiled snake of gold with
the head welded on. The collection
also contained a statue of the goddess
Chibcha in fine gold and two gold,
drinking bowls.
American Citizen Voted in England.
Michael Hymas, an American citizen, has voted for twelve years in
England and it was not until he was
elected a member of the Edmonton
Board of Guardians that it was discovered that he owned property in
America and was a naturalized citizen of the United States. Hymas
was born in London but he spent
ten years in America. On his return to England twelve years ago
he became a householder and as such
has voted continuously since. "When
ho learned that in the eye of the law
he was still an American citizen he
resigned from the Board and applied
for readmission papers to this country.
They have just been granted
by the Home Office and Hymas will
contest for the vacancy which his
resignation made on the Board.
Cold Air Is Best.
Dr. Leonard Hill, who has just
completed a series of remarkable experiments at the London hospital,
contends that still air in hot rooms
cannot be kept pure no matter what
the system of ventilation is.
Dr. Hill is a lecturer on physiology
at the London Hospital and for some
time he has devoted himself to the
study of the effect of subterranean
work on human beings.
His work
emphasized the danger of bringing
divers out of the water too quickly
and his suggestions have done much
to make their calling less hazardous.
As the result of his most recent
experiments Dr. Hill contends that
ventilation is not a question of the
chemical purity of the air but. fit the
rooms arising
evils of
entirely from their excessive heat
and humidity or their excessive dryness and to a certain extent from the
offensive smell.
The ideal temperature for a room
in which a number of people are
gathered is from 57 to 60 degrees, he
says. According to the rules of the
Home Office only 1 to 2 per cent of
carbonic acid should be allowed in
a room, but Dr. Hill states that 20 to
30 parts per thousand will do no harm
if the air is kept cool.
The experiments took place in a
chamber eight feet high and four and
f
feet square. In this small
space, Dr. Hill crammed eight healthy
medical students and sealed them in.
They remained there half an hour
until the chamber contained 4 to 5
per cent of carbonic acid and 15 per
The temperature
cent of oxygen.
rose to 85 degrees and as the air
saturated with moisture the
students became intensely hot and
When they were exuncomfortable.
amined their pulse showed an acceleration beyond what would be normally experienced in a cool place. The
doctor then set a number of electric
fans in the top of the chamber in motion.
The students in a short time
vere able to endure the heat and even
to "work in comparative comfort in
and
spite of the close confinement
the high percentage of carbonic' acid
iu the air. This was because the air
t 85 degrees was cooler than the
hedies Of the subjects and while in
brisk motion it was sufficient to
make them quite comfortable.
Dr. Hill in his lecture on the result
of the experiments declared that the
age of heating houses and trains in
winter was coddling the race and
tending to break down the natural de
fensive mechanism of the body, ren
dering it thereby more liable to illone-hal-

be-ca-

ness.

He said:

"Cold air makes us more active to
warm ourselves, makes us do more
breathing and gives us a better appe
tite. The system is toned up and we
take in more food and oxygen. Hot,
dry air dries up the throat, and makes
people prone to infective disease. In
America, where they pump dry air in
to their schools there is a very high
rate of diphtheria. Instead of hav
ing artificial methods of keeping our
rooms hot we ought to have means for
keeping them cool."
AN ALARM AT NIGHT.

That strikes terror to the entire
household Is the loud, hoarse and
metallic ough of croup. No mistak
ing It, and fortunate then the lucky
parents who keep Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound on hand. H. W.
Canton, N. Y., says: "It Is
worth Its weight in gold. Our little
children are troubled with croup and
hoarseness, and all we give them is
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. I
always have a bottle of it in the
house." Sold by all durgglsts.
Cas-selma-
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could hare. Had a very bad case. Internal
organs were very much diseased and my back
a great deal with
was very weak. 1 suffer
nervous headaches, ix. fact, I suffered all over.
This was my condition when I wrote to you for
advice. After taking your 'Favorite Prescription for about three months can say that my
health was never better."

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription

Is a positive cure for weakness and disease of the feminine organism. It allays
inflammation, heals ulceration and soothes pain. Tones and builds up the nerves.
Do not permit a dishonest dealer to substitute for this medicine which has a
record of 40 years of cures. " No, thank you, I want what I ask for."
Dr. Pierce' Pleasant Pellets Induce wild natural bowel movement once a day.

in these days think they should do.
God had committed Him to their care,
iu His early years they had to choose
for Him, His place of abode, His
clothes. His food. His teachers and
many other things. They did not
think that on the most important of
all subjects they were to exercise
less care. There was but one true;
religion in their opinion and thcyi
chose that religion for Him. They'
never dreamed of letting Him grow-up- ,
and then decide whether He wish-e- l
to be a Jew or a heathen; whether
He was to worship the God of Abraham, or some deity of Greece or
Rome! They knew their duty too
well. What an example they are in
this to some parents in these days!
The celebrated Dean Swift once remarked to a lady who told him that
she Intended to let her child decide
for himself on religious affairs. "Well,
madam, if you will not instruct your
child the devil will."

Morning worship 11
o'clock. Theme: "The sin of doing
nothing." Vesper services 4.45. Thame
' What Have I
Written?" Christian
Endeavor immediately aftcT Vesper
services.
Subject: "Doing Better
Next Year."
prayers,
Wanted A girl for general house7:30 p. in. Every one is
work. Address X, New Mexican.
invited.
FOR RENT One
and one
furnished house.
Apply D.
Lowitzki.

superintendent.

WANTS

Mid-wee-

Plays

Players

A host of holiday social events and
the fact that "Paid in Full ' had been
played here last season accounts for
the small attendance at the performance last night at the Elks' theatre.
The faithful were there, however, and
spent an enjoyable two hours witnessing Engene Walter's portrayal of
contemporaneous American life. "Paid
iti Full" is the essence of realism and
its presentation of the temptations,
weakness and sordid details of every
day life make a dismal impression on
the mind of the thoughtful theatre-

y

WANTED

j

j
j

....

tress.

Mrs. Harris, May Estelle,
of the collector, and wife of
the late partner of Captain Williams.
Is the popular comic paper conception
of a mother-in-laand Is a fair match
for the weakling her daughter has
mother-in-la-

Try a New Mexican Want Ad. It married.
Beth, (Constance Pullman), the ste
brings naatttf

'
i

I

Ir
I
I

mwui

V7cn:r
Efcry
nHueiwwa sua inouia
bontuio wonderful

snow
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Master
CHAS. E. LI.YNEY. Secretary.

experienced

St., San Francisco,

Cal.

FOR SALE One
good
upright
a
piano in excellent
condition;
big bargain. Call jp black i2, or address box 375 S nta Fe.

Rev.

B.

Pastor.

Z. McCollough,

Santa Fe Chapter Ne.
Regular
convocation second
Monday of eacb month
at Masonic Hall a

1. R. A. M.

LOST Black lizard skin pocket-boobound with gold rim initial!
A S. on one siue.
Suitable reward
if returned to x.. Staab.

7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER.
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

vs.

Santa Fe Commander
No. 1. K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Monday in each month at
Masonic Hall at

Santa Fe ixdge at
Perfection No. 1. 14 th
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening la
ROOMS FOR KENT One, three, Masonic Hall, south side of Plasm.
,
or five nice,
comfortable rooms Visiting FcotiBh Rite Masons are coo
for rent at 237 Washington avenue. dially invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT.
Large, handsome dining room, excep32.
tionally nice and well suited tor
Venerable Master.
boarders.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
Secretary.

FOR SALE Text-booon Paragon
Shorthand. Learned in one week.
Writers in government employ. Can
be learned without a teacher.
Price
reasonable. Address, H. M., P. O. Box
313, City.
(3t) the
k

mar.
The leading man, Leslie Bassett
played the part of Joseph Brooks, the
defaulter, with much consummate skill
that one could but rejoice at his downfall. From start to finish, he was the
"nasty" weakling, abusive to his
friends, brutal with his wife and false
to his employer.
He succeeded
so
well in his part that his audience
detested his very sig.it on the stage.
The part of Captain Williams, pre"
;tfrV
'T sident of the
Steamship Company, and a former foremast
hand, was played by George Bancroft
in a way that brought the smell of
salt air and tar into the theatre.
The part was a strong one but was
well sustained by Mr. Bancroft.
Sato, the Japanese valet of Cap.AnJUlii 'IS""..- -tain Williams was played by David
Manning. His lines consisted of a
few choice "cuss" words and uninFIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,
telligible expressions.
Ihe costuming was simple as were
the scenic effects. The music, which
was furnished by the local orchestra,
NATION TRYING TO SAVE COD
was appreciated as it always is, and
was of the usual excellent quality, al- Steam Trawler Has Made Fearful Inthough constant theatregoers would
roads on Supply of Fish Governse-appreciate now and then, a newer i
ment Takes Steps.
lection.

J

H. H. DORMAN,

FOR SALE Extra fine Jersey Cow
iJ1
-p. in.
-- 4and three dozen Rose Comb Rhode
CHAS. A. WHBELON. E. C.
island Red laying chickens,
inquire W.
E. GRIFFIN. Hecorder.
C J. Crandall.

?

Latin-America- n

young-collect-

Salesman

7.30.

in paints and oils to travel in New
.Mexico. Address C, L. Cox, C09-7t- h

ter of Emma, is a pretty type of brunette and was the ideal of the sweet
girl graduate who carried some of her
book learning home with her. She
would "top Jimsey in the midst of an
exciting recital to correct his gram

goer. In its economic and psychological problems as well as moral aspect this drama is vitally interesting
to the student of sociology.
Act one discloses the interior of the
regulation flat Greater New York.
Joseph Brooks, collector for the
Steamship Company
complains of the penuriousness of his
employer, Captain Williams, while he
assists his wife with her household
duties. A salary of $18 per week has
not been raised as the
expected and in consequence he accuses his wife of passive protest
against his lot and pictures the place
that would have been hers had she
married, Jimsey Smith, the superin
tendent of the steamship line who
had been an old flame of hers and
whose salary has just been raised to
$5000 a year. The disgruntled emhints at the questionable
ployee
means by which Captain Williams,
the old time skipper of a So.Uh Sea
i
trader, procured his mon.
NOTICE TO AUTO OWNERS
After the collector leaves for the
AND CHAUFFEURS.
down town office, his employer, his
The
tax of eight dollicense
annual
mother-in-laMrs. Harris, who was
the wife of Captain Williams' partner, lars on automobiles falls due on New
Year and should be promptly paid the
and his sister-in-laBeth, arrive in
city clerk to avoid annoyance. Every
motor
are
and
car
the captain's
being car is
to this tax. Every ownentertained when Joe returns. Un- er whosubject
his car as well as evdrives
aware' of his presence the old Salt reery chauffeur must also pay Two
marks that it is a pity that Mrs. Dollars
for permit to drive car. Prompt
Brooks is not better oft. This is too
settlement must be made.
much for the fiery young husband who
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
denounces him for a close fisted old
Attest:
Mayor.
villain. The Interposition of his wife,
T. P. DELGADO, Clerk.
save
him
alone
from the puEmma,
nishment of the powerful old sailor.
With the
of Middle
After this scene Jimsey tries to There is a Comingdown in the Age.
physiletting
invittroubled
waters
the
by
quiet
cal forces often shown in annoying
ing Joe and Emma to the play.. Joe and painful kidney and bladder ailis further incensed, however, and de ments and
urinary
clines with asperity what he calls Foley Kidney Pills are Irregularities.
a splendid
and
not
will
declares he
charity,"
regulating and strengthening medigo unless he can play the part of host. cine at such a time. Try them. Sold
Jimsey suggests that they go alone
and bids them good night. The couple go to the theatre, but it takes
CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS
part of the employer's money to pay
for the entertainment.
In act two, Joe and Emma are found
Cathedral.
December
living in a fashionable hotel on money
30, 1911.
Fifth Sun
that Joe has procured, as he tells his day in Advent.
wife, throjgh a raise in salary. Cap
First Mass at 7 o'clock a. m.
tain Williams and Jimsey are away
Second Mass at 9:30 a. m. Sermon
in South America, but the wily old in English.
Third Mass at 10:30 a. m. Sermon
skipper returns unexpectedly because
he has long suspected his collector of In Spanish.
An examination of the
dishonesty.
Lady ef Guaoaiupe.
books discloses the embezzlement and
nrsi mass 6 a. m. Secant mass
the truth becomes known to Emma (algk) 9:3 a. m.
through the confession of the default
St John's Methodist Episcopal.
er. At this point Joe reveals himself
(James M. Shimer. Pastor.
in all his perfidx by urging his wife
Sunday school 9:45 a. m. Mwning
to sell her honor If need be to the worship 11 a. m. The public will
Captain, that, he may escape the con- please bear in mind this change of
hour for the Epworth League services
sequences of his deed.
In act three Jimsey trys to settle Iu order that as many as possible may
the account but the skipper refuses attend the vesper service to be held
money saying that he will yet make at the Presbyterian church, the Epsome people change their unflatten-in- worth League will hold its devotional
opinion of him. Learning that service at 7:30 and the evening
Emma is coming 10 see the Captain preaching services will be held at
the same night in his bachelor apart 8:30 p. m. .
Church of the Holy Faith.
ments, Jimsey leaves with a threat
to shoot the Captain if he does not
(Rev. J. W. Heal.)
The Sunday after Christmas. Serv
treat her with due respect.
Emma comes to fulfill her mission, ices: Holy Communion 8 a. m. Mornbat the old sailor receives her in his ln8 prayer, Litany and sermon 11 a.
.
.
...
itn
nrst caoin" nnttt with tne running rn. Sunday school 9:45 a. m,
lights, wheel and other trophies from
Monday, January 1st, will be the
his first schooner and from foreign feast of the Circumcision. This feaBt
countries. He guesses the perfidy is kept in memory of the Circumcisof the husband and puts the wife to ion of Christ, the day upon which He
the supreme test. She declares that was made a member of the church of
ha may kill her, but that she will not God's ancient people, and upon which
make a shameful bargain with him. He was formally given the name
Here the rough old son of Neptune which is above every name Jesus.
discloses the heart of gold under the Circumcision in the Jewish church
rough exterior. Delighted that he corresponds to baptism in the Chrishas found her all that he had thought, tian. It was the way in , which in
he gives her a written release for her fants were brought Into covenant rela
husband. There are only two kinds tion to God and dedicated to His servof women, he declares, the good and ice. It was observed on the eighth
day after the child's birth. It is sigthe bad, all good or all bad.
Act four finds the defaulter and his nificant that Mary and Joseph to
wife face to face in their apartments whom God entrusted the care of His
discloses the scorn of a superior Son were careful to observe every rite
woman and the weakness of an in- and ceremony of their religion with
regard to Him. It never occurred to
famous man. They part forever.
them that
would be a good thing
Edna Brothers, the leading woman to let Him it'
up, and choose His
as Emma Brooks, the wife rt the col- religion for grow
Himself, as many parents
was
a charming yoang wife
lector,
and carries her o)notlonal part with
acease. She is an accomplished

MASONI".
Lod?e
Montezuma
A. M.
No. 1. k. F.
Regular communication first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall a

Wed-icsda- y

First Presbyterian.

(B. Z. McCollough, Minister )
Sunday school 9:45. Alan McCord,

Fraternal Societies
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TYPEWRfTERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
an! rented. Standard makes handled
All repair work and typewrite8 gaai
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter
Phone 235.

i

:-'-

B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge

NOTICE.

w4,!Ml",r'.
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TIMETABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAINS

OF

"A. T. & 6. F. Ry."
Leave
8:10 a. m., to connect with No.
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.

3

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bouno train and arrives at
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
conect with No. 1 westbound and No.
way. Good covereo hacks and good
2 eastbound.
$5.00 round trip. Teams
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m. teams. Fare
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m- - to con- furnished commercial men to take In
nect with No. 7 westbound and No. 4 the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at

12.10

p. m.

Station.

Fe

at

8:35 p. m.

Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to con-newith No. 8 eastbound and No. 9

Most Beautiful Girl in Rome Declines
All Proposals, Content With Being
"Queen of Beauty."

From

tt the local railroads:

Returning arrive at Santa

MARRIAGE

WOODK'S HACK LINE

The following are the time tables

eastbound.
MANY OFFERS

broth-

o'clock noon of December 28 by J. D. SENA.
the Board of County Commissioners
Secretary.
of Santa Fe County for the excavation
at the west approach, and the fill at
F. W. FARMER
the east abutment of the new steel
Homestead No.
bridge located at Los Cerrillos, N. M.
2879.
The approximate quantities are as
Brotherhood
of
follows: excavation, about 250 cubic
American Yeomen
yards, and the fill about 475 cubic
Meets
Secon4
yards.
and Fourth Thurs
Bidders are requested
to acquaint
themselves with the nature of the madays, Fireman's
Hall. H. Foreman,
terial to be moved, and to state in the
A. E. P. Robinson,
proposals the price per cubic yard for
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy
additional work.
rarmer.
Address all bids in a separate envelope, to Mr. I. Sparks, Chairman
Board of County Commissioners, SanSanta Fe Camp
ta Fe, N. M.
13514, M. W. A.
The board reserves the right to re
fleets second Tuesject any and all bids.
day each month, se
I. SPARKS,
cial meeting tUrtj
Chairman.
at Elks
Tuesday
Santa Fe, Dec. 13th, 1911.
Hall. Vlsting neigh.
bors welcome.
Notice for Publication.
L. G. WHITTIER, Coasul
CHAS. A. RISING. Clerk.
Department of the Interior,
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Santa Fe Camp Ne
December 9, 1911.
6673, R. N. A. meet
Notice is hereby given that
fourth Tuesday of
Quintana, of Rowe, N. M., who,
each month; so
on June- - 11, 1907, made Homestead
clsl meeting third
04507, No. 11611, for NE
Section
Tuesday at Elks'
10, Township 16 N, Range 13 E, MerHalL
idian, has filed notice of intention
neighbors welcome
to make final five year proof, to esNETTIE VICKROT.
tablish claim to the land above deOracle.
before
scribed,
register or receiver,
U. S. Land office, at Santa Fe, N. M. FLORENCE RISING.
Recorder.
on he 16th day of January, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Let Him Know it TT you are out ot
Crescencio Roibal of Rowe, N. M.
a position, you must let the employer
Manuel Garcia of Fulton, N. M.
know it. A want advertisement in the
Quintana of Rowe, N. M. New Mexican
will reach every busiVictor Valencia of Rowe, N. M.
ness and professional man in the city
MANUEL R. OTERO,
and county and a great many In the
t;
Register.
territory. If you have any special talent, do not hide it under a bushel.
12

trict 3, each to select a princess and
two maids of honor by popular vote.
Then from these princesses a queen
wus selected, each person who presented a ticket at the exhibition gate being entitled to one vote.
A unique and highly interesting feaGloucester, Mass. At last the cod- ture of tae contest was that local
pride
fish, the most important food product found expression in the giving of all
In the history of Massachusetts,
has manner of
presents to the district canbegun to succumb to the onslaught of didates.
These were placed In shop
steam trawlers until now the United windows and great crowds
went from
States has stepped in to conserve the district to district to see them.
They
fish.
made of the occasion a "Roman holiMillions of cod fry have been set
day" of the happiest kind.
free under direction of Superintendent
Corliss at the hatchery of the United
$50,000 FOR NOT SMOKING
States bureau of fisheries here.
Vv'orking since last December, the
ha'chery has in this way taken charge Man of 25 Keeps Agreement With Millionaire Father and Receives
of some 132,000,000 cod eggs and has
Substantial Reward.
hatched successfully and distributed
more than 90,000,000 fry all along the
Los Angeles, Cal. Because he did
coast in Ipswich Bay and Massachunot smoke before reaching the age of
setts Bay.
Don Gates, son of A. H.
If only half of these manage to es- twenty-fivcape their natural enemies for three Gates, a millionaire of South Pasayears and reach the market size of dena, the other day received $50,000
from two to three pounds, they will as a present from his parent.
Fifteen years ago the eider Gates,
represent something like a hundred
head of the Gates Lumber company,
million pounds of cod.
"Cod eggs in water at a tempera- of Arkansas, entered into a solemn
ture of 40 degrees will hatch in sev- agreement with his three sons
enteen days," said Mr. Corliss, "and Charles, the oldest, was seventeen;
during the hatching season there we Don was ten, and Fred, now a stuhave them in all stagey, planting them dent of Stanford university, was only
five years of age. Their father agreed
as fry and as fingerlings.
"Running, as we do, at full capacity to give each a certain percentage of
to handle the eggs which are collected his business if they refrained from
on board the commercial fishing boats, smoking until their twenty-fiftbirththere is no room to keep the young day was reached.
Cnarles reached the required age
cod up to the stage of growth known
as flngerling, or a length of three or seven years ago, after denying himfour Inches.
self tobacco in all forms, and he re"In distributing these fish we put ceived his share on his twenty-fiftTwo years ago he smoked
them on the natural spawning grounds birthday.
of the cod. Thus they go at once Into for the first time.
deep water, where I think they are better able to take care of themselves
Youngsters Elope.
New York. A moving picture film
than In shallow water near the shore.
induced Guiseppe
"The question has been asked as to of an elopement
whether these fish hatched here and Nells, 19, and Rosle Fornabi, 13, to
planted in Massachusetts waters re- elope. They landed in the children's
main in this vicinity. That is a diff- court, the boy charged with kidnaping.
icult question to answer, for the cod
Is, of course, a migratory fish. I believe, however, that while the cod on
this coast may disappear at times,
they simply go away to feeding
grounds which the fishermen do not
happen to know. Then when fishing
become good again I think the
chances are very great that the fish
are of the same stock that frequented
the grounds before."

Visiting

are lnvitea and

welcome.
CARL A. BISHOP.
Exalted Ruler.

"Sealed bids will be ivcelvea up to

SANTA FE NEW MEXICO.

B. P. O. E.

month.

ers

. X,-

No.

holds
its regular session on
the second and fourth
of each
Wednesday
4C0,

MEN AND WOMEN
FOR GOVERNMENT

WANTED

POSITIONS.

Free booklet tells about 360,000
protected positions in U. S. Civil SerMore than 40,000 vacancies
Returning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30 vice.
Rome. Although Palmira CeccanI
p. m.
every year, lifetime
employment
Easy to get. Just ask for examinasays she does not want to wear orange
Passengers for the Belen cut-of- f
Now Mexico Civil Serblossoms just yet, this newly selected
and Pecos Valley points should now tion booklet
Mr. Askitt Do you think marriage leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7:20 vice School, Albuquerque, N. M Box
"Queen of Beauty" is receiving so
as heretoiore. Connection leaves Al- 462.
many offers of marriage every day Is a failure?
Mrs. De Vorsay--N- o;
and such a multitude of requests from
merely a tem- buquerque
t 7:55 p. m. Instead of
leading artists for permission to paint porary embarrassment
2:20 a.m.
her portrait, that her family has taken
her away from town in order to save
At the Picture Show.
O. A It. Q. Ity.
her from Importunities.
The hero strove,
Leaves 10:05 a. m. or nortu.
,J
My seat I gripped;
Arrayed in the robes of her high
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
Just then, by Jove!
"office," with the magnificent tiara of
The "fillum" slipped!
"STOMACH TROUBLES
precious gems that one of Rome's dally
New wexteo central Rv.
donated
In
to
newspapers
perpetuity
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with No.
Praiseworthy 8eamanthlp.
KIDNEY AILMENTS
the winner of the beauty contest
A remarkable rescue was effected I east and 1 south and west
Palmira
is
the happiest wom"Queen"
a
when
fell
sailor
overboard
Arrive 4:16 p. m. with connections
an in the land, and her joy Is Justified, recently
from the steamship Baron Minto dur- tram no. 3
for the contest brought forward an asing a voyage from Japan to Hong
tonishing number of striking beauties. Kong. When about midway between
BEST ON EARTH"
Indeed, the public, which by its ballots the ports the vessel was struck by a
selected the queen, was embarrassed typhoon and took very heavy seas on This Is the verdict of R. J. Howell,
It cures, and you remain cured,
Tracey,
O., who bought
Foley's
by the richness of the sight
the storm a Lascar Honey and
board, and
Tar Compound for his we knew, and you will if you try It.
Other cities of continental Europe seaman wasduring
washed from the bridge
Conceded the greatest kidney water
wife. "Her case was the worst 1
had long held annual beauty contests, deck. The sea was too
high to launch have ever
on earth.
and
looked
so when the management of the exhi- a
Use
a
seen,
boat, so Captain Baillle turned the sure case
of consumption. Her lungs
bition now being held here asked the vessel round, and steaming
Why not visit Faywood Hot Springe
back, were
Innocent question, "who is the most
sore and she coughed almost first, since you will eventually ge
picked the man up by means of
beautiful girl in Rome?" there was such rope, none the worse for bis 15 min- Incessantly and her voice was hoarse there anyway?
a quick response that a huge and dan- utes' immersion. Considering the and weak. Foley's Honey and Tar
HoteL : Perfect
Large Modern
' '
gerous problem was on their hands large size of the vessel (4,637 tons Compound brought relief at once and Climate. Booklet
before they knew It
less
than
bottles
three
comeffected
was
an
a
T. C McDERMOTT,
gross) this
exceedingly credit
eltl was divided Into 18 dis able piece of seamanship.
plete cure." Sold by all druggists.
The Faywood," Faywood, ft. tV
westbound.

RJiE IJMATISAl

f

FA Y WOO D
HOT SPRINGS
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Her lover, Francisco Vialpando

SOCIAL KNDPERSONIIL

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

Phone No. 4.

GROCERY, BAKERY AND MARKET.

A HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS

NEW YEAR
TO OUR MANY FRIENDS AND PATRONS

F. Andrews

Phone No, 4.

Phone No. 4.

Hi

WE RECOMMEND TO

'

YOU THE

GMEN
4

The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your grand
son, accurate time under all conditions, because it is
THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN THE

WORLD

Wi have

them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
VERITKIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased in an endless variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.

V.
1

" It's the Watch for You."

1

SPITZ, THE JEWELER

Xg0

NOTE Perfect service in our watch
is our hobby. Try

repair-departme-

it.

r DAVID LOWITZKI,
JJ
--

DJ

0
Q

Z
0
5
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00

If

Hand Painted Pictures in fine frames
Ready made Frames all Sizes
TOYS!
TOYS!
TOYS!
Large stock, come and get a price on
FURNITURE AND QUEENSWARE.
New and

Second-Han-

d

PHONE 56 BLACK.

3

O

JUST RECEIVED

m

nt

Goods Soid on Easy Payments.

SANTA FE, N. M.

c
ra
Ti

o

73

73

ra
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has Trinidad police. Las Vegas Optic.
Died at the Depot Manuel Gutierrez dropped dead in the union station
at El Paso. He was aged 39 years
and leaves a wife and two children.
Chamber of Commerce Will Meet
There will be a meeting of the Chamber of Commerce next Tuesday night
in the assembly room of the Palace.
Matters of vital interest to the city
are to be discussed and everyone is
urged to be present.

disappeared.
WANTED Good second hand range
(Continued From Page Five.)
Inquire New Mexican.
Ingersoll Junior, Midget, Eclipse
Donaciano Ortiz and Juan Romero and Yankee Watches at Goebels.
of Cuyamungue, northern Santa Fe
WANTED Clean
cotton rags
county, are in Santa Fe purchasing four cents per pound. New Mexican
supplies.
office.
Harry Wheeler of Manhattan street,
FOR SALE Cheap if taken at once
who has been very ill with rheuma- a Wilson
No. 120 stove. F. W. Farmer,
tism is much better and his friends 2,")8
Fria St.
Agua
i
hope to see him about soon.
Carleton
Post's Annual Meeting
Abel Anava. a. raitclimnn frnm Hal.'
The annual meeting of Carleton Post,
isteo, southern Santa Fe county, is in G. A.
R., will be eid on Monday eventhe city disposing of a herd of cattle
.
1.
which he drove in from his ranch yes- ing, January
and
Fallstaff
Neef Bros.
Budweiser,
terday.
Bottle Eeer for sale by Henry Krick.
of
Schools
County Superintendent
John V. Conway, is making prepara- Local every Saturday. Pbone Bed
tions for an extended trip to the Saturday.
Fresh Juicy Beef Choice cuts 12
southern school districts after the
chuck 10c; roast 10 & 12
first of the year.
Waldo Twitchell left this afternoon B Meats C & 8c. For cash only at
for Phoenix, Arizona, where he ex- Delgado Bros.
Hotel Reservations. The hotels of
pects to reside. Mr. Twitchell will
enter the employ.of the Ray Consoli- the city report numerous reservations
dated Copper Company as an engi- for the inaugural week and the meeting of the legislature.
neer. Las Vegas Optic.
Died of Diphtheria Francis Burnett
Thursday noon Mrs. A. B. Renehan
entertained at luncheon for Mrs. Na- only child of Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Burthan Jaffa, at her home on Palace nett, died suddenly of diphtheria at
avenue. The decorations were red Wagon Mound this week.
Five Questions
Answered
Free
and green carnations. Those present
vere: Mrs. Jaffa, Mis. Wright, Mrs. Send name, birthday, 10c postage for
Meehem, Mrs. James Seligman, Mrs. reading that will amaze you with the
Arthur Seli:nan, Mrs. Cartwright, truth it reveal". M. Chiro, Bx 52G,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Mrs. Brooks, Mrs. Hughes, Mrs.
Secretary to H. B. Fergusson J. R.
Mrs. E. C. Abbott, Mrs. Fiske,
Martinez, nephew of the unsuccessful
Mrs. Bergere and Mrs. Sparks.
The Fifteen Club held its regular candidate for corporation commissionSeferino Martinez, has been selectmeeting yesterday afternoon at the er,
1L B. Fergusson
home of Mrs. R. J. Palen. Mrs. Hunt ed by Congress-elec- t

Cold Wave Tonight The snow
came last night while Santa Fe was
asleep but the precipitation amounted
of an inch.
to only one twenty-fiftThe day yesterday was perfect with a
maximum temperature of 40 degrees
and a minimum of 13 degrees and lots
of sunshine. But for tonight another
cold wave is promised although today
was sunshiny.
Presented With a Fob. John W.
Robert", who has up to the present
been the president of the Young Peoples Social Club, but who leaves the
city as the secretary to George Curry,
for Washington,
Congressman-elect- ,
D. C. tonight, was presented with a
gold watch fob by the club. The fob
is a handsome gold seal engraved
with the name of the retiring member and the monogram of the club.
Gave an Assumed Name. A man
who gave the name of John Alexander was arretted last night by
Night OfFcer Ward on the charge of
drunkenness and when summoned before Judge D. R. Murray this morning
pleaded guilty and was released on
the payment of the costs. It is said
that the man is a notary public of
this
county and for that reason gave
for
his private secretary.
was present as a guest besides the
name. Las Vegas Optic.
an
assumed
Be Sure and get one bl our fine spemembers of the club. A program was
cial
before
waists
are
all
priced
they
given beginning with quotations ap1
A SUCCESS.
W. H. Goebel Co.
propriate to the holiday season. Mrs. gone.
Through the columns of the press
No New Mexican on Monday For
Asplund reviewed "The Weary Lady",
of other cities where the proudction
by Ida Parbel; Mrs. Walter read a years'past, the New Mexican has ob- has been seen it would seem that
served
New
as
a
Year
and
holiday
story, "The Happy Day", by Eleanor
"The Lion and the Mouse" is considHalowell Abbott and the meeting will do so this time The day will ered the strongest play that the brilbe
to
devoted
businew
closed with a dicussion of current
arranging its
liant author, Chas. Klein, has ever
ness and editorial offices.
events.
written.
Vesper Services An Innovation in
J. Bond Francisco, the noted artist
of Los Angeles, and Mrs. Francisco the way of vesper services will be
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
are the guests of Mrs. N. B. Laughlin inaugurated tomo.row afternoon at
on Don Gaspar Avenue during the the First Presbyterian church. These Take 'LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
holidays. Mr. Francisco is widely vespers will take the place of the cus- Tablets. Druggists refund money if It
known for his work in oil and has re- tomary evening service and will be- fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signature is on each box. 25c.
ceived many honors both at home and gin at 4:45 p. m.
Owing to the need of more room,
abroad. "LaMatija" one of the best
known of his painting was recently after January first I will have my
sold in Los Angeles for ?2,000 and is dressmaking parlors in Salmon's store
92....Phone....92
hung in one of the fashionable down- where I will have more commodious
quarters and will be pleased to aee all
town club rooms of that city.
my old customers and many new ones.
MARKET
Miss L. M. Helpling.
Liquor License Refused The board
THE DAILY BOUND IIP.
of county commissioners of Bernalillo
county, upon the request of Rev. John
Mordy, refused to issue, a liquor lito B. I. Baracat at Escobosa, on
cense
Santa Fe, N. M.. Dec. 30.
the ground that the settlement does
The weather for New Mexico
not have 100 people. ".
is snow flurries tonight and
e
Sisneros Arrested in Colorado.
cenwave
in
cold
a
with
colder,
Sena, deputy sheriff of San Mitral and south portion. Sunday
guel county returned yesterday affair and continued cold.
ternoon on train No. 7 from Trinidad.
Sena had in his custody Pedro Sisne- Killed By Her Lover Dolores Gon- - ros, who is wanted Dy the local au- zales was murdered at her home in ' thorities on the charge of assault,
Juarez by being shot through the head.j and whose arrest was made by the
92.. .Phone ..92
h

Er-vie-

MAIS

En-qu-

CARD OF THANKS.
We wish to thank the many Santa
Fe and New Mexico friends for their
expressions of sympathy, and to as- -'
sure them of our appreciation of
every kind word or thought over the
loss of our darling little daughter;
A1irf ftrnpp
OSCAR C. WATSON,
LILLIAN WATSON.

j

feeders $3'.255.85; cows' and heifers

calves 5.258.
Market
Hogs
Receipts 29,000.
slow, 10c lower. Light $a.706.10;
mixed $5.806.20; heavy $5.856.25;
rough $.856; god to choice heavy $6
i
6.25; pigs $4.7S5.75; bulk of sales
'

26.40;

j

$5.956.15.

$34.50;
native

MARKETJEPORT
Closing Quotations.
New York, Dec. 30. Call money
Silnominal; Prime paper
ver 541-4- ; Mexican dollars 46; Lake
copper 14.2514.50; Tin 44.6544.90;
Lead 4.404.50;
66;
Amalgamated
Atchison 1061-2- ; Great
Sugar 1151-4- ;
Northern 127; New York Central 108;
Northern Pacific 1181-8- ; Reading 151;
Southern Pacific 1111-2- ; Union Pacific 1715-8- ;
Steel 671-4- ;
pfd. 1111-8- .
Lead and Spelter.
St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 30. Lead firm
4.37-2- ;
X
Spelter firm 6.30.
Grain and Produce.
Chicago, 111., Dec. 30. Wheat Dec.
93; May 99.
Corn Dec. 68; May 63
Oats Dec. 461-2- ;
May 47
Pork Jan. 1545 15.47
Lard Jan. 9.15.
Ribs Jan. 8.321-2- .
Chicago Market.
Chicago, Dec. 30. Cattle Receipts
600. Market steady.
Beeves $4.75
west8.60; Texas steers $4.255.75;
ern steers $4.406.60; stockers and
41-4l--

2

I

If

$4.25

6.50;

western

?4.75

6.50.

Kansas City Market.

Kansas City, Dec. 30 Cattle Re- -'
ceipts 200, no southerns. Market
Native steers $5.408.75;
steady.
southern steers $4.756.50; southern
cows and heifers $34.50; native cows
and heifers $2.75 7; stockers and
feeders $46; bulls $3.40 5.25; calves
steers- $4.757;
$4
7.25; western
western cows $3 5.
Hogs
Receipts 10c lower. Bulk
of sales $5.706.10;
heavy $6.05
6.15; packers and butchers $5.90 6.10,
lights $5606; pigs $45.
Sheep
' Receipts none. Market
steady. Muttons $34.25; lambs $4.75
5.40; fed wethers and yearlings
$3.505.2a; fed ewes $2.504.
Wool.
St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 30. Wool mar-- '
ket steady; territory and western mediums 1618c; fine mediums 1517c;
fine 10 15c.

Butter.
Elgin,
36c.

111.,

Output

30. Butter
620,080 pounds.

firm

Dec.

If you want anytning on earth trj
ad ir tba Kw Mexicai.

i Want

SUGGESTIONS
Irish Mails,
Chafing Dishes,
Nickle Plated Tea and Percolators,
Goffee Pots,
Dressers,
Nickle Plated Tea Chairs,
Kettles,
Wardrobes,
Pocket Knives,
Kitchen Cabinets,
.
Safety Razors,
Japanese Screens,
Dinner Sets,
Carving Sets,
Manicure Sets,
Silverware,.
Scissor Sets,
Carpet Sweepers,
Monarch Ranges,
Watches,
Footballs,
Cooking Utensils,

Skates,

Tools,
Beds, Etc.

Toy Wagons,

Let Us Show You Our Stock.

There Are Many

Things, Too Numerous To Mention.

II
STORE
HI

Market
Receipts 25,000.
Native $2.75 4.50; western
yearlings $4.505.20; lambs

Sheep

steady.

Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Co.

1v

New

T

(5)

S) y

YEAR, FAREWELL I 191! has passed away. Its sands ate foil tun. It has
OLD
into the vistas of the past, heating with it oar joys and sorrows, pleasures and
profit, loss and gain, httryiag them air in the sepulchre of time.
I

Farewell, Old Yeaj?, Farewell Bat Haffb I
" Ring out the old, ring in the new.
Ring out the false, ring in the true."

And so we say to oti? many friends? A Happy 9 Happy Blew Yea?
And here's hoping

that

may have naught but happiness
in store for you I

This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffoer & Marx Clothes

1912

ETTlHI.JM SALMOBI
'

1

